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CITY EDITOR HAS BLACK
LIST OF STEEL TRUST.

fused Madero's Soldiers
Permission.

n New Mexican i

Feb. 10 The
emAmerican Tin Plate Company's
ployment of foreign laborers to take
the place of American strikers in
Pittsburg in 1909 came up at today's
session of the Stanley steel committee. W. O. Irvin, vice president of
the company, which is a subsidiary
of the U. S. Steel Corporation, admitted that the company had advertised
for Syrians, Poles and Roumanians.
Unions were not recognized after the
strike, he said.
"Did it discriminate against union
men?" asked Representative Beall of
Texas.
"We naturally were reluctant to
give employment to those who were
vicious toward the men who entered
our mills on the open shop basis,"
said Mr. Irvin.
J. H. Seldes, a Pittsburg newspaper
man, testified that the steel corpora-1:omaintained a black list of several
thousand men discharged because of
their connection with labor unions.
When pressed for the source of his information, Seldes demurred,
saying
his informant might be "slugged" if
his name was divulged and that the
list was exceedingly valuable.
He finally said the list was in the
possession of H. A. Eagle, city editor
of the Pittsburg Leader.
Never Knew They Were Blackmailed.
Pittsburg, Pa., Feb. 10. "Yes, I've
got a blacklist the American Sheet
Tin Plate Company kept," said H.'
A. Eagle, city editor of the Pittsburg
Leader today. "The list was turned
over to me, but that does not matter
now. It contains a thousand names
and many of the men on it never
knew they were blacklisted."
n

STEEL TRUST MANAGES TO
KEEP WOLF FROM DOOR.
i Bv Sped il i .easea TTlre to r?ew Mexican )
New York, Feb. 10. The United
States Steel Corporation announced
today that the unfilled orders on the
'books of the company on January 31

totalled 5,379,721 tons against
tons on December 31.

$084,-76- 1
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Oklahoma City, Okla., Feb. 10. "I
St. Louis, Mo., Fell. Hi .John
15.
l.ondou, ling., Feb. Id. Ernest Te-- j
Washington, I). C, Feb. 10. A
think it would he suicidal to nominSenate.
a Xcw Mexico
ranchman. rah Donley, who was one of the lead-- ; lalion of the
infantry has been
ate Harmon or any one else favored
on
Committee
privileges X testified in the Kimmel rase today j tog men in the financial world of ordered from Whipple Barracks. Ari-thbv Wall street." This message bearand flections adopts report ex- X
he killed the man who shut and London a few years ago, was sen-- ; ".ona, to HI Paso, Texas. The situation
ing the name of W. J. Bryan was reonerating Senator Stephenson X Killed George A. Kimmel in a forest toured today at the Old Bailey to a a Juarez, opposite El Paso, is reportceived today by United States Senafrom charges of corruption by X ii: Oregon, August 11. 1S0S, two weeks year's imprisonment on a.
charge of j ed to be ugly, the insurrectos being
X to 5 vote.
tor Gore from Denton, Texas, by telafter Kimmel disappeared.
obtaining money by fraudulently rep- - much disturbed over the threatened
egraph, and is being widely circulatI'nderstood Senator Cum- X
swinnej was allowed ;o leu his resenting as free of encumbrances entry of Madcro troops into that place
ed over Oklahoma. Precinct primary
mins and Progressives will S story to the jury with but slight in- some property he hail sold to the by way of American
territory. The.
elections to select delegates to the
fight confirmation of .Myron T.
terruption from attorneys for the in prosecutor. Hoolcy was one of the state department has concluded
to
Democratic state convention are unsurance company which holds policies leading financiers in England
Herrick as ambassador
to
from (kcline the request of t he Madero govder way in Oklahoma today. Haron Kimmel's IMiO to 1S0S, when he was declared ernment for permission for Mexican
France.
X amounting to $:!0,00o
mon's opposition to the initiative and
life.
He hail been regarded as
House.
bankrupt.
oops to cross Texas. The isth inrecall is Deing featured.
The defense plans to put on wit one of the wealthiest
men in the fantry battalion with a machine gun
committee X
Charged betore
nesses who, it is contended, will dis- country, acquiring his riches by the detachment will relieve Colonel Steev-er'- s
Folk Yields to Clark.
on expenditures ii War DeSt. Louis, Mo., Feb. 10. Former
credit Swinm-y'piomotion of numerous companies.
testimony.
cavalrymen on guard duty at El
partment that President Taft
Governor Joseph W. Folk today reWas a Great Sport.
Paso and enable the latter to patrol
Witness Is ex- - Train Robber.
shielded
Major Beecher B. X
In lMifi, Hooley launched a tire com- the border.
tired from the race for indorsement
The witness is an acknowledged
Ray, a paymaster, from court X
in Missouri for the bemocratic PresMore Bridges Burned.
convict, having served two pany and is supposed to have made a
martial, because of Ray's poEl Paso, Texas, Feb. 10. Advices
on a capitaliza
idential nomination in agreeing to a
sentences for murder and train rob- piofit of
litical services in 1008.
tion of $20,000,000.
He owned many received in Juarez this morning are
Solicitor McCabe continues X bery.
proposal made by SpeaKer Champ
Clark. Speaker Clark wanted Mr.
Kimmel, in company with the late iv.ee horses and yachts, including ihe'trat. :!i0 federal soldiers and COO
explanation of Agriculture DeFolk to agree to a dividend delegaRobert M. Snyder of Kansas City, a racing cutter Britannia, formerly the mounted rurales are held at Jimenez
partment s attitude in Florida
of King Edward, and he also south of Chihuahua, by destroyed railtion. Mr. Polk did this and at the
X man named Johnson, and Swinney, property
Everglade land case.
historic
same time released all of his friends
country road bridges. They are en route north
according to Swinney's
testimony, possessed several
Testimony regarding labor
to campaign against the revolutionists
left Kansas City the night. Kimmel scats.
from giving him .aeir support.
conditions in Vnited
States
west of Chihuahua.
The Splendid Bankrupt.
The rebels
at
for Coose Bay, Oregon,
steel corporation's
Folk is Out of It.
su b s
X disappeared
After his i ankntptcy he was known Casas Grandes last night, made up a
fo
a
St. Louis, Mo., Feb. 10. Governor
search
for
of
buried
treasure
continued before steel
train and ran north to the vicinity of
Folk authorized the following stateThe party went, through as the "splendid bankrupt." as he
trust investigation.
to live in princely stle
on Santa Sofia, where they burned
two
ment:
Denver And San Francisco and took
"I have read
Mr.
of George B.
Clark's
Questioning
money which had been placed in his more bridges on the Mexico Northstatement with pleasure, and sincerely
t sailing vessel from San Francisco wife's
Cortelyou about Lewis fraud
name.
western.
to Coose Bay. After finding $ 1,000 of
appreciate the spirit manifested thereorder was continued before
Floated Many Companies.
Volunteer Defenders.
I heartily concur in the
in.
the
sentiPostoffice expenditures comtreasure, according to Swinney,
years old, and was
Hooley is
Citizens of Juarez and surrounding
ments that personal ambition should
Johnson and Kimmel quarreled in t lie
mittee.
born at Xottingham.
He inherited i villages
San
be subordinated to the interest of our
Guadalupe,
including
,
woods. Johnson shot Kimmel.
U'.rge fortune and began his meteoric !r;nacio, and Pan Lorenzo, have been
party in Missouri, and now that Mr.
in turn, shot and killed Johnson, career in
buying stocks. He went to foiined into volunteer defenders and
Clark has expressed a willingness to
Washington, D. C, Feb. in. Will- and Swinney and Snyder buried the London in ISil.". The following year
supplied with arms, to resist any athave this delegation divided between iam J.
Bryan was held up to the bodies of Johnson and Kimmel in the he cleared $.10,000,000.
Two years tack that may be made upon Juarez
him and myself, as suggested recent- House as the "evil
same
covered
u
with
grave,
leaves,
genius hovering
Ujter he went into bankruptcy for
by the rebels south of there.
ly by Mr. Bryan, I shall now request on the flanks of
Democracy," by Rep- and slipped away.
He floated a beef extract Uncle am Wants Cle?r Understandmy friends to make no further effort resentative Martin E. Dyes of Texas,
Swinney testified that Snyder took company and a bicycle concern on
in my behalf.
ing.
who spoke in reply to Bryan's latest Kimmel's effects and intended to send crch of which he made over a million
Washington, D. C, Feb. 10. The
"I believe, from reports received attack in his newspaper on the Demo- them to his mother, but. that
Snyder dollars. He made immense profits on withdrawal of
from other states, that Mr. Clark ow- cratic membership
permission for Mexiof the House. was afraid to do so. The claimant, sewing machine shares and the manuto proceed over American
can
troops
ing to his prominent position in Wash- Democrats
and Republicans
alike Andrew J. White, former convict, facture of a kind of intoxicating liquor.
territory really amounts only to a deington at this time, and his long and cheered Sir. Dyes' declaration that was not. in court to hear Swinney's
Gave to the Poor and Church.
until a complete understanding is
honorable service there, has perhaps "he neither feared the power nor re- story.
In his confession in the court, of lay
reached.
better chances for the nomination spected the judgment," of the Xebras-k-n- ,
bankruptcy he alleged that much of When first, the request of the Mexithan any other Missourian, and I shall
and his further announcement
his success was gained by buying the
can government was granted by the
therefore release all claims I may that Democracy, under the leadership RESULTS ON JUAREZ RACE
TRACK THIS AFTERNOON. use of powerful aristocratic names for
have on the delegation and request of Champ Clark and OiiHir W. lender- slate i.epartment, it
understood
and
of
officers
his
several
directors
Feb.
10.
Weather cluar,
Juarez,
men were inmy tnends to Join with me in giving wood, was headed toward complete
- that, only four hundred
inin
which
the
unwary
companies
track fast.
Mr. Clark the united support of Mis seceess,
volved for garrisoning the post at
swept the Democratic side of
First race, five furlongs.
Antigo, ivesled. Hooley purchased sixty bar Juarez.
souri in this contest."
the House into storms of applause.
115, (Keogh) 5 to 1, first; Wastella onial estates among the finest in Eng
Later nrich uneasiness was ex"I am almost ready to join Govern
Clark Yields.
land and the palace of the late mil
5 to 1, second; Lady Wilby Texans who feared MexiMr. Clark's statement, as received or Wilson in his desire to find some 9.", (Cotton)
pressed
He
lionaire
Barnato.
gave
Barney
lie 10G, (Small) 4 to 1, third. Time,
co was going to use the American
decent and orderly manner of "knock
by Governor Folk, follows:
to
to
the
celebrate
the
poor
1:03.
of bringing ing Mr. Bryan into a cocked hat,'
"Especially desirous
jubilee and presented a regal route for a general mobilization of
Defy, Ailsa Paige, First Fashion, Queen's
the Democrats of Missouri together said Mr. Dyes amidst a roar of Democommunion
service of solid gold to troops to suppress outbreaks in ChiWild
Bear, Don. Say Xo, Iwalani,
and to avoid as far as possible any cratic laughter and applause.
huahua.
Cathedral.
St.
I'pon representations from
Paul's
Mr. Dyes' attack on Mr. Bryan fol- James Blackstock, Billy Mayhue, OrGovernor Colquitt of Texas, the first
acrimony in the state, I have, after
iginator,
Williams,
Henry
King,
consultation with numerous
friends lowed the latter's declaration in the
permission was held up.
ran.
and on due deliberation,
determined last issue of his newspaper that the
Discussions are now going on beto agree to and accept the suggestion thirteen Democrats who voted against
tween the two countries to make it
made by Mr. Bryan to divide the Mis a recent amendment in the House to zona to statehood on Wednesday, 10
clear that the American State Desouri delegation to the national con require publicity of all recommenda- a. m.
partment granted permission only for
a
introduced
Congressman Curry
vention between Governor Folk and tions to the President on judgeships,
the small garrison to go to Juarez.
to
pay Jose Salazar of Rio Arriba
myself, provided always, of course, were "unworthy to represent a Dem- bill
When the understanding is clear the
county, $:;00; Juan Estavan Vigil of
that the Democrats of this state are ocratic constituency."
soldiers undoubtedly will pass under
San Miguel county, $310 on account
in the main for one or the other of
Learned Nothing, Forgot Nothing.
escort of American cavalry.
of Jicarilla Apache depredations.
us.
Concentrate to Pre- The War Department
Troops
it is said, has
Mr. Dyes declared that if Mr. Bryan
"I am especially anxious
there had
Congressman Fergusson introduced
not in contemplation of sending
spent as much lime "reading law a bill
vent Landing at Shan
should be harmony and
times
and
for
fixing
places
as he had attacking Democrats in pubtroops toward tne border
at
of Missouri.
of the federal court in New
HaiKwan
among the Democrats
lic life, he would have known that the meeting
present, but, they still are in readiwould
Whether the Joplin convention
Mexico, creating federal court diverness.
proposed law would be unconstitube for me, or Governor Folk, is a tional
and an infringement, of the sions. Referred to the committee on
Strike and Lockout.
'
question which it is unnecessary and President's rights."
PRECAUTIONS
Judiciary. Also a bill to tegul.ite the RUSSIA
Orizaba, Mexico, Feb. 10. Nearly
which it would be bootless for me to
in
reserves
KI.Oimi
"Mr. Bryan has led the Democrats procedure creating forest
cotton
factory employes were
discuss now. It is sufficient to say
Xew Mexico. Referred to committee
locked out today by the Industrial
through three disastrous defeats,"
that in the interest of party harmony ciied
on
lands..
Kai
About
Yuan
Shi
Premier
public
Mr. Dyes. "Like the Bourbons
Company of Orizaba because
to
they
in this state, I have determined
Astounding Discovery.
of old, he has learned
to Leave Peking For
threatened to strike. It is feared the
nothing and
say that I am willing to accept the
10
D.
Feb.
The
colC,
Washington,
our
He
forgotten
points
nothing.
men
will join the rebel
unemployed
Tien Tsinsuggestion made for a division of the umn
forces in Oaxica and Puebla. The
straight to the rocks of St. Hardwick committee of th" House,'
siate delegation, and I hope my friends Helena."
to investigate "sugar trust
appointed
situation has been much complicated
throughout the state will heartily ad"The people are ready to give us .natters, has agreed upon a unani- .By Special Leased Vflre to New Mexican ) by the strike of 200 mechanics iu the
here to this suggestion and
A
10.
revoluof
Feb.
fleet
be
mous
London,
more power. In this situation it is a
report. The fiuo3 are to
Mexican Railway Shops at Pera.
with me in carrying it out."
calamity if not a crime for Mr. Bryan kept secret for a da or t,vo. The tionary warships was sighted off the
Battle Near Cuernavaca.
It Was Bryan's Scheme.
situated on
to sow seeds of discord in the ranks report makes no tariff recommenda- port of
The agreement was first proposed
Cuernavaca, Mexico., Feb. 10. Adof the party."
is understood, finds that the railroad line from Peking, this
tions
and
it
herents of Zapata, numbering 1,000,
by W. J. Bryan, while here recently.
there is a "sugar trust" in the I'nit- - morning, according to a news agency were defeated
Governor Folk was willing to agree
Weary of Don Quixote.
night in a battle
lieu six miles north last
dispatch received here from
to a divided delegation at the state
of here by 500 feder"Whatever we do here displeases ed States.
Tsin.
The
Scandal.
Everglades
of Democratic
al troops. The fight las'ed two hours.
convention but Speaker Clark's man him. The prospect
Urgent orders have been issued The federals lost
Washington, D. C, Feb. 10. Mr.
success seems to anger his very soul.
agers refused.
five soldiers killed,
commanders
of
the
imperial but what the rebels
Then the matter was put up to Mr. I prefer to follow the leadership of McCabe took up two phases of tho by the
lost is not
Clark in Washington, and he tele the gentleman from Alabama. I have Everglades case, the suppressed re- troops to prepare all available trans- learned.
in
to
the
order
resist
ana
of
and
the
Elliott
ports
landing
ports
undischarge
graphed Governor Folk today. A con followed Don Quixote of Xebraska
versation by telephone shortly before til, I am wearying of a war upon wind- Morehouse, and the suspension of F. of rebel forces.
INTERPARLIAMENTARY UNION
A the Russian concession in
noon between Mr. Clark and Govern- mills. I demand to be led against E. Singleton, the auditor. He said
MEETS ON SEPTEMBER 17.
or Folk followed and Governor Folk the flesh and blood enemies of Dem that Engineer Wright of Florida,
extraordinary precautions
then made public his announce- ocracy."
The conclusion of Repre first called the Department's atten- have been taken. The approaches to (Pv Sneclnl loosed vrire
in New Meean
ment.
Lon
Sanders,
campaign sentative Dyes' remarkable attack on tion to the alleged irregularities in ac- the railway station have been placed
Brussels, Feb. 10. The interparliaof
the
under
protection
strong pa- mentary peace union has called the
manager for Governor Folk, after the Mr. Bryan was marked by general ap counts of the drainage division.
"On Jan. 20, 1912." he said, "Wright trols.
statements were given out, said: "This piause and the clustering about him
next interparliamentary conference
It is reported that Premier Yuan for
with- of Democratic colleagues
who shook called at the Department and said in
practically means Mr, Folk's
September 17 next. The plac
drawal from the presidential race."
substance that Chief Engineer Elliott Shi Kai is about to leave Peking for oi meeting has not been decided defihis hands.
Tien
Tsin.
Five Thousand Friends of Bryan.
was trying to injure him in his proNational Taft Bureau.
nitely but likely will be Geneva.
Lincoln, Neb. Feb. 10. A pe'ition
Wright said Elliott had
Washington, D. C, Feb. 10. Taft fession.
signed by five thousand Democratic campaign headquarters will be opened placed men on the pay roll and reim- JACK JOHNSON'S MARRIAGE
WICKERSHAM IS NOW AFTER
voters was filed by friends of Wil- here Monday or Tuesday and will be bursed from the 1910 appropriation.
BILL POSTERS' TRUST.
CERTIFICATE IS FOUND.
liam J. Bryan here today, requesting known as the Xational Taft Bureau, He gave the name of J. A. Wilkinson
(Br Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C. Feb. 10 To dethat his name be placed on tnj bal- representative William B. McKinley, of Belle Haven, N. C, as one of the
Wedding Took Place at a Hotel in termine if there is a
lot as a candidate for delegate
of Illinois, chairman of the Republican men, and Wilkinson
billposters' trust,
later admitted
the Negro Quarter of
the Department of Justice is inquiring
to the Democratic
National congressional committee and recently that he had advanced money for work
Pa.
Pittsburg,
into the organization and oiieration of
Convention.
manager of in North Carolina."
elected as
By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) the Xational Association of Bill post
the Taft campaign, made the anThe amount involved was $120.
Progressives Are Touchy.
Pittsburg, Pa., Feb. 10. The mar- ers. The organization has branches
"Elliott said that Dr. True, his suWashington, D. C, Feb. 10. Sena- nouncement today after a conference
certificate of Jack Johnson, the or chapters in many cities.
riage
tor Cummins cf Iowa, it was report- with Secretary Hilles.
known
had
all about it," said
perior,
ed today, will lead a fight by progres- Fergusson Now After Federal Court. Mr. McCabe, "but Dr. True denied it." negro pugilist, who was married here
last year, was found
after
sive Republican Senators against the Special to the New Mexican.
Representative Clark made public a months of search by the today
marriage liMENS MASS MEETING.
confirmation of Myron T. Herrick, as
Washington, D. C, Feb. 10. Assist- letter he received last October from
bureau. Alderman
John
First Presbyterian Church, X
ambassador to France.
The Senate ant Secretary R. A. Kirk, In the pres- Secretary Wilson, after the Florida cense
came forward with the stateSunday, February
llth, 7:45 X
Progressives are offended at a public ence of Delegate Cameron, Republi- representative had asked at whose in- ment
that he had married Johnson X p. m. B. Z. McCollough will X
reference which Mr. Herrick was re- can, Chairman J. Lorenzo Hubbel, stance the circular on the Everglades
and Etta H. Duryea on January 18,
"A Pot X
speak on the subj-ported to have made to Senator La Senator Marcus Smith and the New and the Wright report had been sup
1911, and had returned the certificate V of Poison." Mr. Llewellyn Hall X
Ira A. pressed.
Mexican's
correspondent,
Follette.
will sing "Jesus, the very X
"It is impossible to furnish you with to the marriage license bureau. A
Prohibition Governors for Roosevelt. Bond, at 1:14 p. m., handed the Ari'
clerk unearthed the certificate and X thought of Thee." The male X
Chicago, 111., Feb. 10. Five govern- zona election returns to President the names of all persons who advised
Taft. Owing to the absence of the the suppression of the circular letter made official return of it today. The X quartet will also sing a selec- - X
ors conferred today with Alex H.
president of the National Roose- President on Monday and also of the and the report," wrote Secretary Wil- marriage was at a hotel in the negro X tion. There will be no hats X
velt League, before a general confer- - Secretary of State and Attorney Gen- son. "We have no record of them and quarter, conducted by Frank Sutton, X to bother. Therefore come. X
X
eral, the President said he would is- my recollection is that these persons who witnessed the ceremony with a X This means you.
om Page Four.)
sue the proclamation admitting Ari-- j made their request upon me verbally." city detective.
(Continued
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Union Men Discriminated Against in
Favor of Foreigners Is One of
QUESTION HASBEEN REOPENED
Charges.
Bv Special Leased Wire
Washington, D. C,

CROSS

Department of State Has Re

0

(By Special Lease.1 trir to New Mexican i (By Special L,easefl Wire to New Mexicans
Washington, D. C, Feb. 10. Briga
Phoenix, Ariz., Feb. 10. The devo- dier General C. H. Whipple, retiring tion of Lovernor-Elec- t
George W. P.
paymaster general of the army, today
to
Hunt
"Jeffersonian
simplicity,"
ttld the House committee on expenditures in the War Department that has caused a conflict between Arizo
the charges of conduct unbecoming a na's first state governor and the vargentleman and an officer against ious Phoenix committees
delegated
Major Beecher B. Ray, of the army
pay corps had been suppressed at to arrange for the statehood celebraThe suggestion
of President Taft. tion and inauguration festivities.
Bay, it. is charged, took an active part
Soon after his election, Mr. Hunt
in the Taft campaign of 1908 and his
announced
that his
inauguration
political activity has been under inbe
would
marked
by Jeffersonian
vestigation by the congressional committee.
simplicity that he would walk to the
Stephenson is Vindicated.
capitol, take the oath of office, deliva
Washington, D. C, Feb. 10.-vote of 8 to 5, the Senate committee er his inaugural address, and assutne
on privileges and elections, today ap- charge of the state government. Notthis
proved the report of the
announcement,
withstanding
exonerating Senator Stephenson committees will be named and plans
from charges of corruption in connecare under way for a big celebration.
tion with his election.
Senators Clapp, Jones, Kenyon, The entire city was to be gaily, decKern and Lea voted in the negative orated. It was to be the biggest day
?nd will present a minority report to Phoenix had ever had.
the Senate. They took the position Refuses to Allow Militia to Parade.
Then came word from Globe that
that the expenditure of $107,000 in the
had disapproved of
senatorial primary raised a presump- the governor-elec- t
tion of wrong doing on the part of the program. He refused to allow the
Senator Stephenson, and that they militia to parade and the various comfailed to find in the evidence that such mittees were in a quandary.
The
a presumption had been removed. plans of the chairman of the parade
Senators Dillingham, Gamble,
committee were shattered because
Sutherland, Johnston, Fletcher, the governor refused to ride to the
Bradley, and Pomerene voted in fav- Capitol. No one knew even if he
or of Senator Stephenson.
Senators would consent to review the parade.
Oliver and Paynter were not present. No one knows yet.
Major Was Walking Delegate.
Inauguration Date Uncertain.
Washington, D. C, Feb. 10. It has
Governor Hunt is expected to arbeen charged that Major Ray acted rive today from his home at Globe
as a "walking delegate" for the Re- and a concerted effort will be
made
publican party. General Whipple said to get him to recede his position. In
that twice Major Ray had escaped the absence of definite word from
trial on charges which he, the general, Washington
regarding the time of isbelieved warranted prosecution.
He
suing the statehood proclamation, the
said he went to Beverly in 1910 to date of
the inauguration program is
see the President and that Mr. Taft
uncertain.
tad dictated a letter in his presence
A Valentine From Taft.
advising that for the honor of the
Washington, D. C., Feb. 10 Official
army and the good name of a woman, returns from Arizona's
first election
stories of the major's acquaintance under the
enabling act, which will
with the wife of an employe of the admit
her as a
were laid before
pay department, be kept from the rec President Taft state,
today by R. A. Kirk, asords. This letter and two others byj
of Arizona. Mr. Taft
sistant
President Taft were read out in thei has beensecretary
asked to sign the proclamarecord to show the political connec-- l tion
admitting Arizona to the union
lions of Major Ray.
on Monday, Lincoln's birthday. PresiMajor Ray Has Presumed.
dent Taft will be in New York on that
to
The paymaster was appointed
day, however, and will sign the procthe army after serving in the cam- lamation on Wednesday.
in
paign of 1896 under Mark Hanna
rcunding up the railway trainmen's
vote. He is said to have done similar
of 1908 for
work in the campaign
Fresident Taft. In one of his letters
President Taft said Major Ray had,
Tieen active in the campaign at the
NOR
instance of his (the President's) brother, and added that he feared that Major Ray had "presumed" on the value
of the service rendered.
Labor Voices
to

..'V-.- -'

Pres-

ident Taft has decided to delay until
next week the appointment of a successor to the late Justice Hanan of
the United States supreme court.
Friends of Judge William U. Hook of

Kansas, who was a leading candidate,
have asked the President for more
time to present his claims and to offset the 'adverse effect of the "Jim
Crow" law decision, in which he participated.
In the meantime, various protests
have reached the White House
against the proposed appointment of
Secretary of Commerce and Labor,
Charles Nagel. These protests have
come largely from labor organizations, the complaint being that Secretary Nagel had been too liberal in
his enforcement of the Immigration
laws. The protests have quoted
many of Mr. Nagel's statements and
speeches ini which he urged more liberal treatment for aliens.
It looks at the White House as
though the entire question of the var
cant Judgships had again
been
thrown open.
FURTHER ASSURANCE FOR
CIVIL SERVICE FMPLOYES.
Neither Religion Nor Politics Shall
Imperil Their Jobs, Declares

President Taft.
'By Special Leased wire to New Mexican)
' Washington, D. C, Feb. 10. An
amendment of the Civil Service rules
relating to removals, which assures
persons in the government service
that "no discrimination shall be exercised for political or religious reasons," and which makes other Important changes, was promulgated
by President Taft today.
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tined to record the resolutions of
3AS, DYSPEPSIA AND
INDIGESTION VANISH. the order on their deaths. Raton ReFEARFUL
porter.
Diapepsin Settles Your Upset Stomach and Ends All Indigestion
An Archaeological Find.
CURED
in Five Minutes.
ITCH
Bert U. Phillips, the noted artist
who resides in Taos, recently purchasYou can eat anything your stomach ed the beautiful antique ceremonial
craves without fear of Indigestion or bowl, which L. M. Cutter dug up on
By Cuticura Soap and Ointment.
Dyspepsia, or that your food will fer- his ranch at Lobo several years ago.
Another Man Had Itching on Scalp.
ment or sour on your stomach, if you This piece of ancient pottery is ten
Hair Fell Out, Leaving Bald Spots.
will take a little Diapepsin occasion-- inches in diameter and five inches
black
which
is
in
The
ally.
Now Hair Has Grown, Thanks to
deep.
design,
Your meals will taste good and any- on a white ground, represents a coiled
Cuticura Soap and Ointment.
thing you eat will be digested; noth- serpent, the rattles resting on the top
or
acid
can
into
ferment or turn
ing
edge of the bowl and the head on the
"I deem it my duty to tell about a cure
poison or stomach gas, which causes bottom and center. Mr. Phillips conthat the Cuticura Soap and Ointment have
Belching, Dizziness, a feeling of full- siders this relic the most valuable made on myself.
My trouble betran in
ness after eating, Nausea, Indigestion ethnological discovery ever made in splotches breaking out right in the edge of my
and spread over the
(like a lump of lead in stomach), Bil- this vicinity, and he is to be congratu- hair on theofforehead,
the top of my head from ear
front
part
brash,
on
iousness, Heartburn, Water
lated upon procuring this specimen,
to ear, and over my ears which caused a most
Pain in stomach and intestines or oth- which he has had a standing offer for tearful burning itch, or eczema. For three
on my
er symptoms.
years I had this terrible breakim? out doctor
about six years. Taos Recorder.
forehead and scalp. I tried our family
Headaches from the stomach are aband he failed to cure it. Then I tried the
solutely unknown where this effective
Cuticura Soap and Ointment and used them
Laughing Gas in Use Again.
the result of a complete
does
is
used.
Diapepsin really
remedy
"Laughing gas," clothed in the for two months with
Soap and Ointment should
all the work of a healthy stomach. It twentieth century garments of "ni cure. Cuticura
have the credit due, and I have advised a
digests your meals when your stom- trous oxide and oxygen," has been re lot of people to use them." (Signed) C. D.
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
ach can't. A single dose will digest vived in the medical world and is be Tharriiigton, Creek, N. C, Jan. 26, 1911.
REGISTER
WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES. WE GIVE
TICKETS all the food you eat and leave nothing ing extensively used as an anesthetic
"I will say that I have been suffering
my scalp for the patt
to ferment or sour and upset the ail through the east, and within the with an itching on
My hair fell out in spots all
few years.
stomach.
past three weeks has been used in over my head. My scalp started to trouble
case of Pape's several operations in Denver. At the me with sores, then the sores healed up,
Get a large
crusts formed on the top. Then the hair
Diapepsin from your druggist and county hospital two cases of rupture and
out and left mo three bald spots the
start taking now, and in a little while were operated upon and both opera- fell
more than
shape of a half dollar. I went to
will
about
your
the
one
you
actually brag
doctor, but could not get any relief, so
tions were very successful with
to use the Cuticura Remedies. I
healthy, strong Stomach, for you then use of the anesthetic. In both cases I started
tried one bar of Cuticura Soap and some
can eat anything and everything you the heart, lungs and kidneys were in Cuticura
Ointment, and felt relieved right
want without the slightest discom- such a condition that it would not away. Now the bald spots have disappeared,
grown, thanks to the Cutifort or misery, and every particle of have been safe to have administered and my hair hasOintment.
I highly recomcura Soap and
stomin
is
and
that
Gas
your
Edward
an
impurity
ordinary anesthetic. Dr.
mend the Cuticura Remedies to all that are
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
ach and intestines is going to be car- F. Dean performed the operation and suffering with scalp trouble."
(Signed)
ried away without the use of laxa Dr. S. G. Parsons gave the anesthetic. Samuel Stern, 236 Floyd St., Brooklyn, N. Y.,
UFaLFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages tives or any other assistance.
Feb. 7, 1911.
The chief value of the "laughing gas"
Cuticura Soap and Ointment are
Should you at this moment be suf- is that it has no bad after effects, soldAlthough
everywhere, a liberal sample of each, with
book on the skin, will be sent
house in
Fe
The only exclusive
fering from Indigestion or any stom There is not the usual sickness that is
Drug &Chem. Corp.,
ach disorder, you can surely get re- experienced after the patient rallies on application to Potter
Dent. 9A, Boston. Mass.
lief within five minutes.
from the common anesthetic and the
heart is not affected by the adminisattribute that began with the
BECAUSE OF HER.
tration of the nitrous oxide and oxy- loving of
man. The boiled shirt and
origin
faded
and
brown
With
bare
the
severe
In
legs
where
gen.
Phone Black
Phone Black
operations
rule by day and night, and
collar
high
gingham gown
1
patient is extremely nervous he is put men cannot
1
squirm out of them."
I saw her first a lovely little girl. to sleep with the "laughing gas" anes
Her slender fingers clasped within my thetic and afterwards given ether or
ENTOMBED
some stronger anesthetic to produce a FIFTY MINERS
own,
IN SHAFT RESCUED.
With low, sweet laughter set my deeper sleep.
heart awhirl.
For Fifty Hours They Were ImprisFrom out of her wondrous eyes of
Jack London on New York.
oned in Cage Hundred Feet
Here are some of the opinions on
darkest blue
Below Surface.
Shone forth a soul all pure and un- New York by Jack London as expressed in an interview:
dented,
fTew MeTlean
New York is one mad maelstrom. (By Special Leased Wire 10.to After
And all
young and beautiful
being
Danville, 111., Feb.
There are no words to express it.
took on
in the shaft of the
It is a place as foreign from the imprisoned
An added charm because she was a
mine near
Coal Company's
rest of the world as earth is from
child.
fifty minfor
fifteen
this
hours,
city
Mars.
by
released
today
were
ers
early
Money is the god of all and you
Again I saw her as a maiden grown.
9?
men who had chopped the ice from
from
influence.
can't
its
away
get
A half opened blossom, whose rare
the shaft.
All is vanity, and as for homes
grace fulfilled
The men were entombed yesterday
The promise of the bud, and yet gave there are no such places.
The boiled shirts and high collars by the breaking of a wheel on the
hints
Near Union DepotJ
333 HICKOX STREET,
while the cage was about 100
Of greater glories, when, if God so rule day and night and man cannot cage
the surface.
below
feet
out
of
them.
B
squirm
willed
PHONE, RED 100.
The tips at every table in one evenThe
rose should ope to
ing at any restaurant would keep NO TESTIMONY HEARD
fullest flower.
TODAY IN PACKERS' CASE.
a
I brought my gifts of frankincense some families of the "other half"
week.
and myrrh,
My Lady Bountiful societies are a (By Special T.easea tMre to NewmoMexican
To lay them at her feet, and evermore
testiChicago, 111., Feb. 10.
menace to poor mankind in ths seethI reverenced Womanhood, because
the packers' trial
in
was
heard
mony
made
of
are
people
ing city. Paupers
of her.
united States District Judge
who can and should help themselves. today,
an adjournTo be healthy is lost in the whirl- Carpenter announced
And now I watch her rocking to and
wind of being wealthy and wise. Here, ment until next Tuesday because he
fro,
'
an impression is more import- was called to hear an emergency
r
And crooning low within the dim- making
case in another court.
ant than making good.
ming light;
"New York; What do I think of
A tiny head is pillowed on her arm,
New York?" the author repeated in anGOOD WORK.
A tiny form is cuddled warm and swer to the interviewer's query.
"Words cannot express what New Done Daily in Santa Fe, Many Citizens
tight,
A glow in her face a lieht. methinks York is. There is no city in the world
Tell of it.
in
That never on the land or sea did to compare with it. It is a distinct,
rest.
individual thing that has no parallel.
Nearly every reader has heard of
All Motherhood is sacred now to me Rome in its wildest days was mild in Doan's Kidney Pills. Their good work
Because it is my baby at her breast. comparison.
Things are done in New in Santa Fe still continues, and our
RIGHT.
Mabel Stevens Frier, in Ainslee's York that would not be found any- citizens are constantly adding endorsewhere."
ment by public testimony. No better
Magazine.
Considering that New York was the proof of merit can be had than the
medium of your success, just what do experience of friends and neighbors.
Ion Caspar Avenue
mean?"
this case:,
1 youI plead guilty, I admit," answered Read
AROUND THE STATE
Alberta Oarcta, oallsteo St., Santa
Mr London. "But no one gets any- Fe, New Mexico, says: "I deem it a
thing from New York that New York pleasure to corroborate the public
doesn't get from him. Let me tell you statement I gave in praise of Doan's
Given Thirty Days.
Jose Abeyta was given thirty days how I first came to New YoiK.
Kidney Pills about seven years ago. I
A few years ago, after tramping found them to be an excellent remedy
in jail at Albuquerque for petty lar
my way over the Pennsylvania road to and I have never hesitated to vouch
ceny.
Jersey City, I had to work in that city for their merit when an opportunity
four days to get a pair of shoes; went has been presented. For two years 1
Wight Is Sud.
Frederick L. Wight of Union coun down to the East Side, scrubbed floors was in bad shape from backache and
ty, one of the heirs of the $2,000,000 and windows right at the bottom of kidney trouble and when Doan's KidTO
estate left by the late Frederick D. things. Nobody cared a hang who I ney Pills were brought to my notice,
was or what became of me, for nobody I reaolved to try them. I procured a
Wight, is defendant in a suit for
his next door neighbor doesn't box and they not only drove away
separate maintenance, filed in the knows
want to.
court
district
backache, but regulated the passages
his
Denver
at
by
wife,
Wells
UVA MftflPV an ,nconvenience by Purchasing
"But, if anywhere in this great city, of the kidney secretions and toned up
Mrs. Alice M. D. Wight.
Travelers'
Domestic
huddown
all
are
there, where they
Money Orders,
Fargo
my entire system."
dled
are the real live souls
Checks and Foreign Money Orders
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Joke and the World Jokes With You tbat together,
means. cents.
know what
Co., Buffalo
"Forlorn is the man who can't There is where youhumanity
will find them. New York, sole
agents for the United
crack a joke, and more miserable is But
U. S., Canada, Mexico
generally humanity is measured States.
'"countries'11
Throughout
he who can't laugh at one." Thus by the
height of skyscrapers and the
Remember the name Doan's and
spoke Chauncey M. Depew, who has figures after the dollar mark.
take no other.
his
the
way
laughed
world,
through
"There are little children here who
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH
in speaking with a reporter at New have never seen a cow, who do not
York, of men who take themselves know a dandelion from a sunflower.
j
MEN AND WOMEN WANTED
too seriously.
And the Lady Bountiful societies ex
FOR GOVERNMENT
POSITIONS.
D.
pect to uplift and reform these little
booklet
tells about 360,000
Free
Insurance Company Quits.
souls by a day or a week in the counThe officers and directors of the try. It can't be done. It is too stif- protected positions in U.S. Civil Ser
vice.
More than 40,000 vacancies
$1,000,000 United States Postal Insur- ling.
lifetime
employment
"And you expect to squelch crime every year,
ance corporation, incorporated under
the laws of Colorado four years ago, and raise people out of the mire under Easy to get. Just ask for examinaN3w Mexico Civil Ser
tion booklet
are defendants in a suit filed in the such conditions?
vice School, Albuquerque, N. M, Box
not
nave
district, court at Denver by H. Grieg-w- ,
human
"The
feelings
who asks that the defendants be changed since the days of Adam. The 462.
Successor to
to refund to him the leves and hates are just as poignant
compelled
amount he paid for six shares of as they were then. But civilization in
I have purchased the Morgan Livery Co., stock and
stock. He alleges the company has the city has taken away a humanity
quit business.
equipment and the place will be known hereafter as

The Little Store

10, 1912.

BUM

Again Reminds You of the Superior
Quality and Large Variety of

" Soltaire " Goods.

IN

the

Always the Leader

GROCERY

CO.

AND RETAIL

WHOLESALE

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

Santa

grain

Tr UF?ncrIJ
lCKDl

f
LrCrV

45

45

half-grow- n

LIVERY, STABLE
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up 'Phone 9

the
When in Need of Anything
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES

CHAS. CLOSSON

J

Wells Fargo & Co. Express
General Express Forwarders

Parts

All

WE HAVE SUCCEEDED DOING BUSINESS THIS
WE ARE NOT GOING TO CHANGE OUR SYSTEM.

If Its Hardware We Have

14.

AND

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

Phone

WAY,

It

Pnone 14

Better Farming in New Mexico.
This Littte Gasoline Engine Will Pump 1000 Gallons
of Water Against 100 ft. HeadT
n u
ii
iuu iiuiiMucr t uc cum.i if
-

yuu
have work for a Gasoline Engine
The price will
see us about it.
be surprisingly low. If you have
a secondhand gasoline engine you
don't need, let us know.

GORMLEY'S

STORE, SANTA FE.

MERCHANDISE

GENERAL

Fair-mou-

I

9

GOOD.

post-fre-

32--

R. J. CRICHTON
LUMBER & COAL YARD
DAWSON COAL
U nrt
s
t
i j

I

WE HAVE BEEN HAMMER NG AWAY A LONG TIME TRYING
TO DRIVE ONE THOUGHT INTO THE MINDS OF THE PEOPLE
OF THE COMMUNITY THAT WE WILL NOT SELL HARDWAREj
TO ANYONE AT ANY PRICE 1 HAT WE DO NOT KNOW TO BE

of The World

Why Import Mineral Water
WHEN

:

YOU CAN GET THE

:

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale

Patronize home industry. .Leave orders

Delivered to your house.

?

at

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO.

FRANK M. JONES,

c"Xm

LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
Policies

at Lowest Rates.

REAL ESTATE

For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and Orchards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.
Or, Phone No. Red 76
For Full Information Call,

Wood

WHOLESALE

oal

A1D RETAIL

Screened

RATON
YANKEE

Lump

CERRILLOS

Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Sawed. Wood and Kindling.

IONTKZDMA AVENUE
ear A. T. & 8. F. Depot, 4

CAPITAL COAL YARD,
Telephone 85

85

Telephone

JdyC niUllCj

Foster-Milbur-

j

j

J.

ARE AGENTS

n

BARNES, Agent.

.

.

Harcoupt &. Co.
INCORP ORATED

LOUISVILLE, KY.
WE LEADING STA TIONERS

AND,

MANUFACTURING ENGRAVERS

ORDERS FOB

,

ENGRAVED CARDS, INVITATIONS. PERSONAL AND BUSINESS,
STATIONERY , Etc. May be left with us with, the assurance that the
worK wlveiv completed will mark the user as"fawwaid meet every reguire-metv- t
of the most discrimiratin taste.

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY,
" THE QUALITY SHOP,"
New Mexico.
Santa Fe,

THE STAR BARN

MORGAN LIVERY CO.

J.P. Steed

THE STAR BARN. My endeavor will be to give the
best service to the public and will keep the business
s
line
open at all times day and night, with
of livety rigs, hacks and baggage wagons.
first-clas-

I

Will appreciate your patronage and influence.
Yours for Business
Santa Fe. N. M.
130 San Francisco St.

CARRIAGE,

AUTOMOBILE,
AND

SIGN
PAINTING

Mirror Silve,ing,jSATISFACTI0N

Etching

and Brass

I

GUARANTEED

PAUL P. LACASSAGNE'
305 San Francisco Street.

J.

R. CREATH.
Phone Main 139;

Imperial Laundry
For Best Laundry Work

Three Albuquerqueans Dead.
Mrs. Inez Broad, died at Albuquerque of tuberculosis. She came to
New Mexico from Bagley, Wisconsin.
Mrs. Marcelina Lewis of Albuquerque,
died at San Marcial, Socorro county,
where she was visiting her daughter,
Mrs. Trujillo.
She was 94- years old
and besides her daughter leaves three
sons, J. G. Lewis of Albuquerque,
Charles Lewis of Chicago, and William
Lewis. E. W. Furry of Albuquerque,
died at Pasadena, California.

A Pathetic Incident.
The opening of the minute books
BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY of the B. of L. F. and E. at the session held Monday afternoon revealRETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
ed the peculiar and pathetic circumstance that the minutes of the previ
Agency at O. K. Barber Shop ous meeting had been entered by
Mrs. F. O Brown, Agent.
the hand of C. D. Crabtree as secreand contained mention of the
Phone Red No. 23.
Phone, Red No. 2 tary
presence of Fireman Krite as a visitor. Bot:i men haa just lost their
d.
lives in the Shoemaker wreck and
Try a. New Mexican want
b in
result!.
the succeeding minutes were des- -

I

There Is more Catarrh in this
tion of the country than all other diseases put together, and until the last
few years was supposed to be incurable. For a great many years doctors
pronounced it a local disease and prescribed local remedies, and by constantly failing to "ure with local
treatment, pronounced it incurable.
Science has proven, catarrh to be a
constitutional disease an' therefore
constitutional ' treatment
requires
Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured by
P . J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio, is
the only constitutional cure on the
in
market. It is taken internally
doses from 10 drops to a teaspoonful.
It acts directly on the blood and mucous surfaces of the system. They offer one hundred dollars for any case
it fails to cure. Send lor circulars
and testimonials.
Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Takes Hall's Family Pills for

& Son

CARPENTERS

For Mr

AND CABINET MAKERS.

FURNITURE

comers

MADE TO ORDER

SIGN PAINTING

All Work Guaranteed

NEATLY

f V IV

IVNVIVIVfVMnvl

FIRST CLASS HACK SERVICE

sec-

at

pular arls

Mingles and saddle hirssa,

back une
Phone llaok

theqdoie comici,
1M.

DONE.

Phcoe. Red

115

KERR'S SHOP, HEADQUARTERS

HUBB'S LAUNDRY.

FOR
.

WOODY'S HACK LINE
Prom

Phone us, we will be glad to call for
BARRANCA TO TAOS
your laundry on Mondays and TuesLa Salle Restaurant
Both North South
Meets
and
on
deliver
and
Thursdays
days
Fridays.
Bounds
Trains.
CHAS. GANN, Prop.l
All work Is guaranteed; your socks
Leaves
Barranca on the arrival of
are mended and buttons sewed en
Telephone II.
bound train end arrives at
north
the
extra
without
shirts
rour
chnrge.
Two Doors Below P. Andrews Store.
RED 122 PHONE RED 122 Taos at 7 p. m.
PHONE
25
cents.
Meals
Regular
Ten miles shorter than any other
Rooms for Rent 25c and 50c.
R. H. STOLLE, Agent.
Good covers hacks and good
way.
All
Honrs.
Short Orders at
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
furnished commerc al men to take In
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
Try a New Mexican fruit Ad. it the surrounding towns. Wire Embudo
French Noodle Order 20c a die.
Station.
New Yerk Chop Sue Wo. o rings rMlt&
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY

xW MEXICAN,

THE SANTA FE
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WE DO WHAT WE ADVERTISE

Enormous
tmvmwmanmrrtm

Reduction

Sim

M
jrti

We Are Now Making
Cannot bein adequately
this space and
must be seen to be appreciated

Regular Price.
A Whirlwind of Values in
Mens, Women s and Children s Shoes! 1

...

EVERY PRICE A SENSATION ! I
Better Values For Less.

f

AA7 E ARE HERETO STAY
vv and MUST KEEP BUSY
In order to fill in the slack
Season we will make up any
Suit or Overcoat in the house
for

09

TO

SCATTERED

PROFITS

THE

I

2-1-

pair

00

Reg.

Price

Sale

CHEAP

200

Men's
f

Yours for Spot

S3. 50.

!

AND OTHER

MAKES

S2.75 to $3.50.

$1.50

P

00

large assortment
of fine shoes Vici
Kid with heavy or
Sold
light soles.
regularly for $2.25.
Broken iots and siz-

Values
button.
up to $4.50. Spot

es.

Cash,

IS THE TIME,

NOW LADIES,

$3.15

To Select Your Material

GUN METAL

FOR SPRING AND SUMMER SUITS

BUTTON

Jfor
'tin

r

1,4

MOW
we will make up the material
cheaper, as we are not so busy.

r.9es

Your

MW

Choice

Their Wearer

We want them to
cet together a t

50 pair left in Pat

our store.

metal.

Boys Pat Leather
Gun metal button
& Blucher wide
extension soles
broad toe and flat
heels reg $2.25
values. Sizes from
8 to

Button with the
new nob toe always
sold for $3.00 wilt

extension soles.

Sensational Price

1 1

$2.15

Your
Choice

1-

-2

$1.45

Don't You think

SPECIAL PRICES FOR ONE WEF.K ONLY

it pays to buy thd

BEGINNING FEBRUARY FIRST

best?

Our Regular $40.00 and $45.00 Suits for
You can find
CO

here at a cheap price
in Vice Kid and Gun
Metal value to $5.00

for your inspection. Our Fabrics are the
Very Swellest Creations.

for Cash

'

"

x

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

i

I

Possessing a new

Pair of sty

Shoes

$3.50

pair

of

1

i

sh

fe'Hf

Tans

Gun Metal and Pat
button or lace vveltj
sewed soles all thisi

X
C3

nr
n
in
X

O

Z

Pair.
Ladies

for Cash

$2.65

extra heavy ribbed Hose
Large size Reg 35c. Sale price
2 pair for 25c.
Childrens medium heavy
Ribbed Reg 20c. Sale 10c a Pair.
Boy

Mens Wool Hose fancy stripe
Reg Price 55c. Sale price 20 a

seasons styles Regj
$3.50 and $4.00
Yours

Yours

EAST SIDE PLAZA.

them

Hoisery for Less

The Pleasure in

100

Latest Pattern Plates

YOUNG.

H

O

than during the rush season.

Tailor Q
Capital
SYUFY&

O

Boys Shoes and

we can give it more attention

00

X

$1.75

$2.15

$3.15

material.

of

en

Price,

$1.35

Shoes for Men the
Season latest styles
Rig $3.50 and $4.00
while they last.

made from the very

n

Regular values from
$2.75 to $3.50. Sale

Your choice,

Kid and Gun

Shoes

ROUGH WEAR

best

Woman Shoes

ftj&i

O

Just the thing

A

Metal in lace or

Kr

Boys' School

$1.35 A PAIR.

for Men, all styles
and all leathers,
Pat. Colt, Gun

u

pi

$1.75

SHOES,

I

X

oo rn

D 1

LADIES'
. ,

Sale

Price

$1.95

1

rough
from the

very best of material.
values from
Regular

.41

Cash at

FORBUSH

TWENTY DOLLARS
will make up any pair
trousers in store during
this reduction sale foronly

Every pair
worth over

wear, made

up

n lor
mm

larger

of Misses Shoes in Gun Metal Vici Kid, all lace. Regular
to $2.50. Sizes run from 11 up to 2. Sale Price,
values

ring any sample of a $45
or $50 suit or overcoat and

of

No size

formerly

SHOES.
Just the thing for

Pair

latest patterns and colors and the
newest weaves and fabrics. : :
A

BOYS' HIGH TOP

Button

Metal,

or Lace.
than 5.

IT

$2.45

Make your selections at once. We
Are ready to received you with the

J

.50

Pair Ladies' Fine

or Gun

your size take them at

COME IN AND LOOK US OVER.

12.

Shoes, Pat. Kid, Vici

lo $5.00 a pair; some
Vici, some Pat., some
Gun Metal. If we have

WEEK ONLY

We

ft

"

i

.

THEM?

Shoes, broken lines, all
sizes, formerly worth up

FOR ONE

tftf

of

fx

WANT

YOU

SHOES!

SHOES CHEAP
100 Pairs

13

AM

for $1.20 For Cash, $1.55.

65c. Choice
DO

BUT GOOD

$20.5

sizes up to

Sizes

for $1.75.
5 to 8.

and $1.50.

THESE ARE NOT

will duplicate

4Chil

3Patent

Lot No.
of Babies' Lot No.
pairs Lot. No.
shoes
of
children's
Button, heavy, dren's Vici Button
Soft Sole Shoes,
extension or Lace, extra
8
to
black
in
wide
5
size
all colors and siz
or tan, button or soles and low, flat fine quality; vaU
es. Regular price
$1.25
lace.
heels; always sold ues up to $2. All

150

20c. a Pair.

B we

SHOES!

I

50c and 75c.
Yours, for Cash,

This means you can
get our regular $35
$40 suits at ONLY

CHILDREN'S

IN

WINDS

1

v

Fancy Hose light
weigh Reg 35c. Sale price 20c a
Pair.
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Prayer.

As to amusements whether it is
right to play golf, or base ball, or to
go autoniobiling, or on picnics, or to
entertain one s friends, on the Lord's
Day, depends on the circumstances of
the case. There is nothing neccesa-rilwrong about such things. Each
individual case of this kind, however,
n a separate question, and calls for a
separate answer. Each case is to be
judged right or wrong in proportion
as it helps or hinders the purpose of
the day, which is recreation and
worship. Bearing that purpose
in
mind, it seems to me, that there is
nothing, not evil in itself, which may
not properly be done on this day.

The New Mexican is tae oldaat new Bpaper In New Mexico. It la lent to
very postotfice in the Territory, and bat a large and growing circnlatlen DOZENS OF
PLACES HAD
among the Intelligent and progressiva people of the Soutawest.
NO JANUARY PRECIPITATION.
One of Five Dryest Months New
ico Ever Experienced
Temperature Below Normal.

Mex-

FIRST

BANK

NATIONAL
OF SANTA FE

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.

As an entertainer, the Edison Phonograph is

a wonderful thing. It brings the talent of the
world's greatest artists into the home and places
it at the disposal of whoever cares to listen. The

Loansmoney on the most favorableterms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
all parts of the civilized world on as
transfers of money-tas
are
terms
liberal
given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.
OFFICERS.
money-transmitti-
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ful of the purely human attributes
DEAL.
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ot distinction along the lines of cir
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There
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ol the Panama Canal. The
into
withoit been drier months, but they have been
goodly
fellowship
stories and the bright music. There is an Edison Phonograph
should stand loyally by San Dithought or reference to their clothes few indeed. Only four have been reego and help that brave little city to and
at a price to suit every purse. There are new records of all the
general condition? Or that the corded in 16 years, since sufficient
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a
as
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make
showing
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new music and songs every month. We will gladly demonstrate
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in
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for
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average
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explain this greatest of all home entertainers.
The insult to San Diego is an insult
ous and
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San Francisco St., over Kau tie's Store.
The deficiency in precipitation was
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but
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of
greatest,
ture
Governor
the
of
inauguration
San
The
United States.
Diego expothe mountain districts where the presition, as it had been planned, would McDonald and under it the legend: cipitation of January is usually large,
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED?
MITCHELL GIVEN CHANCE TO
not have encroached on San Francis- "Inauguration of Governor McDonald but
SNEED TESTIMONY UNFIT
the
state
it
throughout
averaged
PROMISE TO BE GOOD
co's show, but the force of circum- at the Capitol at Albuquerque.''
FOR WOMEN'S EARS.
more than 0.40 inch. There were no
stances will now enable San Diego to
with
-general precipitation. Light
!
The Albuquerque Morning Journal days
crowd the bully on the Golden Gate,
srow flurries occurred at many north Females Are Ejected From Court If He Will Agree to Obey Injunctions
is
declares
the
it
with
of Court in Future He Will
"disgusted",
and the beautiful city on the border
Room at Fort Worth, Because
ern and a few central stations on the
Escape Jail.
of Mexico, where the enterprise of the hoggishness of Santa Fe protesting 5th; again at scattered stations on
of Filthy Details.
Xorth has joined with the gentler against being deprived of the federal the 11th. Light misting rain occurred
Special Leased Win to New Mexican!
graces of the South, "will ultimately court, fixed hero by the Enabling at a few stations on the lGth or 17th, (By Special L,easea Wire to New Mexican) (By
Washington, D. C, Feb. 10. Justice
Fort Worth, Texas, Feb. 10. Wom:
:
stand forth as the Queen of the Paci- Act. That is a good sign. Disgust and snow flurries or light rain again
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Wright of the District of Columbia
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supreme
in the following words of President
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tion uttered today at Washington,
The snowfall was exceedingly light, today were ejected. The court heid
against Samuel Gompers, John Mitquerque Morning Journal and the RosD. C:
at a few of the high mountain that the testimony was unfit for the chell and Frank Morrison,
except
"strongly
well Morning News have kissed and
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alleged recommended the
"The war is on. San Diego ac- made up and are again lying in each stations, and the stored depth at the
of Mr.
propriety"
whose
A. G. Boyce, Jr.,
AND
Mitchell's making a promise to the
cepts the challenge of San Francisco. other's arms. You can never take close of 1911, has materially decreas- practices of
ed. Fortunately, however, the cold elopement with the prisoner's wife court that he would obey all court
An unholy alliance has sought tcj de- some newspapers seriously.
weather of the first half of the month is said to have resulted in the killing injunctions in the future.
stroy the San Diego exposition. For
solidified the snow, and in most of oi the elder Boyce in a Fort Worth
many months I have seen that the A LITTLE sERMON ON SUNDAY
Wright intimated that if
the higher districts melting has been Hotel. Ray Wheatley, president of Mt.Justice
limitations of the agreement with
Mitchell made such a promise beNow Under the Same Management.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
OBSERVANCE.
slow. Over the plains country
and the Amarillo Bank & Trust Company, fore the close of the
San Francisco which we considered
the
proceedings,
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Heal.)
in all of the lower mountain districts, testified that he had talked with Cap
(By Rev.
court might consider immunity from The
binding on us, serious.y jeopardized
If
does not acknowledge the where much snow remained at the tain Boyce after the elopement.
only GOOD HOTELS in the Capital City of New Mexico. Rooms,
He imprisonment.
the success of our exposition. The claimsanyone
of the religion of Jesus Christ close of December, rapid melting ocquoted Captain Boyce as saying he
en suit with private baths. Cuisine and table service unexcelled.
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in the day he had,
bands are free, and we will build an upon
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exposition of which the whole Unit- ance.
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deprived us of an official invitation body's business but his own, provided the ground.
was that a story he had heard about
to Latin America but have thereby he does not disturb the
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Temperature.
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given up th wiae world as a field. 0 otherwise interfere with the keepThe mean temperature for the state declared Captain Boyce had told him That was the case with Mrs. W. S.
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unique in history. Ever since my ar- Old
have nothing to do January, 1911. The "highest local
at night. The first bottle 'of. Foley's
rival in Washington I have realized with Testament,
the matter. The Sabbath (ex monthly mean was 44.0 degrees at
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tte possibility of the defeat of our
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so much relief that she continued
insolation and have been working cept has
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cured." For sale by all druggists.
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Every American boy is told that lege. In the Old Testament times God the average for the month was prac- Pearson, treasurer of
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Phone,
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some day he might be President, or
consider ways and means to further OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
governs His children by laws and re- tically
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married, the nomination of Theodore Roosevelt
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Section Director. tes. For sale by all druggists.
204 West Palace Avenue.
A RAW

Edison Phonograph

VW--

TIME DEPOSITS

PAID

4

j

well-dresse- d

How About That Fire Insurance?

Then Act!

Think About It

THE MOULTON - ESPE COMPANY

THE PALACE

THE MONTEZUMA

-

HOTELS

Proprietor

Coronado Restaurant

Short Orders run Day

Regular Meals 25c.

Night.

Good Food

Don-acian- o

Good Food, Good Cooking

Good Food, Good Cooking, Good Service

1

Doe-tor-

Under the

Management.

DP.

J.

M. DIAZ.

.

"

-

g

CHICHESTER S PILLS

Phone Black 50166

Lle-nr.-

GRIFFITH
Dress Shoes

J?

75c

.

$2.50 up.

B. TONNIES.

-

I
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UNITED STATES BANK

TRUST CO.

&

&

CAPITAL $50,000 00
Business

Does a General Banking

Established

Asst. Cashier

Incorporated

W

j

1903.

asiei April 7th

Milliner

A

125 Palace Avenue

Mrs. L. O. Moore will give a St. Val
entine s day dance at Library Hall
next Wednesday evening. Over eighty
invitations have been issued and the ner read by Mrs. Iaughlin on "Conaffair promises .to be a brilliant one. tain inople of Today." A story read
Mrs. A',j B. Keiifhan, will entertain by Mrs. Marsh and a discussion of
' bobs!)
at a formal St. Valentine's day din- Current Events closed the program.
Lovely girl your daughter's growing ner next Tuesday evening at her home Besides the members of the club the
on Palace avenue. The function is following were
(Very ho:nely, very fast,')
present as guests:
Well, good night, I must be going
given in honor of Mrs. W. C. McDon- Mesdames llanna, Collins and Fischald.
(Thank the fates, I'm off at last.)
er am! Miss Atkinson.
Town Talk.
Secretary of State Antonio Lucero
afternoon
from Santa
arrived this
Dance at Indian School.
Mrs. A. .1. Chapman returned last Fe to attend the reception this evenThe employes of the United States
ing in honor of Governor and Mrs. Indian Industrial School gave a deevening from Socorro.
William C. McDonald. Las Vegas Oplightful St. Valentine's Day dance at
Judge A. B. Fall of Three Rivers, tic.
the school last night at which over
arrived in the city last evening from
chief
Clarence
J.
Roberts,
Judge
he
With his family
were
seventy-fivAlbuquerque.
couples
present.
has taken possession of the F. C. justice of the supreme court of Xew There were many guests from the
in this afternoon from
came
Mexico,
Wilson residence on Capitol Heights.
city at the function. The decorations,;
will attend the governMrs. W. H. Brown returned from a Santa Fe and
red hearts, daisies and native ever- VeLas
this
or's
evening.
reception
visit with her parents Mr. and Mrs. J.
green were distributed about the
gas Optic.
M Ernest of Clayton last evening.
rooms in a most tasteful manner.
in
A.
J.
are
Abbott
Mrs.
Judge and
Deputy County Clerk Edward L.
the course of the evening,
During
on a visit from their
S.ifford went to Albuquerque
last eve- the Capital
dainty refreshments were served to
on
of
the
Alders
ranch
Ten
beautiful
ning and will return tomorrow eventhe Rito de los Frijoles in the Cliff the guests.
ing.
Misses Stella and Elizabeth Hudson Dwelling region, twenty miles west
entertained informally on last Satur- oi Santa Fe.
George
Corporation Commissioner
PERSONAL MENTION
day evening.
The Joy Club gave a delightful en- - H. Van Stone left the city last night
toand
will
return
for
Albuquerque
tertainment last, evenine at the home
Stone has rented a
of Miss Miriam
Cartwright on DejniSnt- onMr. Van
C D. Cleveland went to Albiiquer-- j
nouse
sueei aim win ie-- - ifiue last evening on business.
unapene
street.
Vargas
Hie
1, l.'itll
.iMr
liovt '0il.Mrs. J. G. Schumann entertained in
The infant chiid or General and
of1
Mrs. W. G. Sargent will entertain
formally for a limited
is reported very;
t Mis. A. S. Brookes
next
at
Club
cards
the.
Thirteen
guests at her home on Lincoln avenue!
St. Vincent's much improved.
at
the
afternoon
Tuesday
afternoon.
Monday
W. D. Shea returned this evening:
The guests will play
Mi'ss Elizabeth
Tierney of Denve-- ! Sanitarium.
from a business trip to the San Luis:
!
refresh-decorations
and
The
WteColorado, will arrive tomorrow anl
Colorado.
- valley,
will be the guest of Mrs. W. H. Brown. mellts win be appropriate to St. ValH. G. Clunn, private secretary of
entine's
day.
She will be here for two weeks.
A. B. Fall, arrived in the city
Mr. and Mrs. Rupert F. Asplund Judge
Wheelnn
and Mrs Phnrles A
from Albuquerque.
last
night
entertained informally at dinner for have issued Invitations to a recepProbate Judge Julius Staab return- 1G,
evening,
February
tion,
Friday
a few friends last Monday evening
ed to Albuquerque last evening. He
from eight to eleven o'clock. The afat their home on Palace Avenue.
was in the Capital on business.
"
fair is in the nature of a
M. A. Ross, sales agent for the
trie Saturday card cmo met tmsi
for their new home at 144
aiternoon at Mrs. R. P. Ervien's home
Western Tie Company, returned to
street.
Marcy
his home in Albuquerque last evening.
op Manhattan avenue. Only the memColonel H. B. Pain came in from
bers of the club were present.
Charles
Attorney
Springer after
vis-to
Missouri, last evening,
spending the week in Santa Fe will
The Wallace Club met this afternoon Joplin,
his daughters, Mrs. Frost nd Miss leave for his home at.
Cimarron, Colwith Mrs. C. A. Wheelon at her home
East Palace Avenue. He is de- fax county, tonight.
on Palace avenue.
The guests of the Pain,
a
on
zinc
mine
forty
large
club were: The Misses Grygla, Bishop veloping
V. W. Moore, a business man of
acres of ground he owns in the heart
and Fischer.
returned to his home last
of the city of Joplin.
business
Mrs. O. L. Owen of Clovis, wife of
Mrs. William B. Prince entertained eening alter transacting
here.
the Thirteen Club this afternoon at
A. M. Eergere left the city yester- TO tURE A COLD IN ONE DAY.
her home on Palace avenue. The club
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine and its guests played cards. Besides day for points in the southern part
of the state. He will be gone about!
Tablets.
Druggists refund money if the club members the following were
a week transacting business.
ic fails to cure.
E. W. GROVE'S sig,
Kings-millMesdames
present:
Wright,
E. B. Wall of Kansas City, a for-- i
nature is on each box. 25c.
Miller, Collins and Miss Fran- mer newspaperman, underwent a succes McDonald.
cessful operation at Sunmount
this
Hugh H. Williams, chairman, and forenoon.
of
the
George W. Armijo, secretary,
fhirnnniiv Vannim
Trpatmpnt.
A. Paul Siegel, who was admitted to
-. ...... ..
'
new state corporation commission of
court on ex-- j
Xew Mexico, are here today. They the bar by the supreme
Dandruff, falling hair and baldness came to get pointers on how the Kan aniination, returned to his home in
positively cured. Pimples, blackheads, sas utilities coniinission does business. Xara Visa, Quay county, last evening.
C. S. Rawles, formerly of the Infaoial lines, absolutely removed. All
They visited the state house today dian
kinds of hair work done.
Service, and one who knows
and spent considerable time with the
MRS. R. LOPEZ,
of the Kansas commission. Santa Fe and its environs thoroughmembers
343 San Francisco St.
Phone 5075
From here they will go to Oklahoma ly, yesterday took a party of tourists
t') Taos.
Toneka State Journal.
City
Curtis Warren, of Los Angeles, who
Cards of Harry D. Moulton,
are out with the name of has been a guest in the home of Mrs.
on Johnson street for
the
upon Galleher
H.
KAUNE
GO. Loi-i- C. Collins, of Counsel,
two weeks, returned to his home.fc
past
for
nine
them. Judge Collins,
years
'
one of the judges of the circuit court yesterday.
B. F. Morris, the
postmaster of
jo' Cook county at Chicago, Illinois,
and lately a justice of the supreme Santa Cruz, is in the city visiting his
court of the Canal Zone, Isthmus of family who moved here some time ago
Panama, has located at Santa Fe, al- that the children might attend the
though he had already rented offices public schools.
General Charles F. Easley, a memto make Denver his headquarters.
Mrs. Collins is with him and both are ber of the hoard of commissioners of
the New Mexico penitentiary, arrived
delighted with Santa Fe.
Fe. AlbuThe new state of New Mexico has a here last night from Santa
be- querque Herald.
is
commission
that
just
corporation
James G. Gibson returned from
ginning business. The chairman and Kansas
City and other eastern points
came
to
the secretary
Topeka yesterand will spend
day to talk with the members of the Tuesday morning,
Kansas Public Utilities commission in a while here. He went to Santa Fe
order to find out how the corporations Wednesday, where he bought forty
his
adjoins
and public utilities are handled in this acres of land which
slate. Hugh H. Williams is chairman place. Wagon Mount Pantagraph.
Game Warden Thomas P. Gable and
of the Xew Mexico commission, and
George W. Armijo is secretary. They Attorney E. P. Davies left the city last
talked with the members and secre night for Gallup to investigate the re-- j
tary of the Kansas commission and port that a gusher had been struck at;
secured some information that will be Seven Lakes near the property held
by residents of Santa Fe. The other
of value to them in their own state.
claim owners of the city are eagerly j
HIGH-GRAD- E
Topeka Daily Capital.
Governor and Mrs. McDonald and awaiting news from the oil field.
member of the.
daughter Frances, were given a hearty Charles C. Catron,
G.
welcome at Las Vegas yesterday, their legislature, and Dr. Standley
arrival being announced by anvils and Small witnessed the prizefight at the
the discharge of an old cannon of Dan Elks' hall at Albuquerque last evenIs the most luxurious coffee
Rhodes. Today the' Governor inspect ing, in which Edward Gregory of Galed the scenic highway and visited the lup defeated Luis Gonzales in the 21st
you ever put to your lips.
public institutions. Last evening, a round. Catron and Small, in the CatIt is blended from the world's
public reception took place at the ron auto driven by Hesch, made the
..
ex-choicest coffees, and its
Duncan opera house, with the follow- trip from Santa Fe to Albuquerque in
quisite flavor never varies.
ing In the receiving line: Governor three hours and five minutes.
and Mrs. V. C. McDonald, former GovCALL FOR BIDS FOR BRIDGE.
ernor and Mrs. William J. Mills, Miss
ALSO HAVE A FULL LINE OP
Frances McDonald, Mayor Karl D. Bids are invited for the
of a bridge across the Arroyo
Chase &
Teas, Goodall, Lieutenant Governor and Mrs.
Plans
E. C. de Baca, Secretary of State and Tenorio, Don Gaspar avenue.
Mrs. Antonio Lucero, Judge and Mrs. and specifications may be inspected at;
David J. Leahy. After the reception the office of the mayor of the city of
Santa Fe. Bids will be opened om
a dance was given.
March 1, 1912, at 3 p. m. The city re-- l
serves the right to reject any or all
Fifteen Club.
The Fifteen Club met yesterday bids.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
with Mrs. Weltmer, Miss Massie preMayor.
siding. The program opened with quo Attest:
tations followed by an interesting pa- - T. P. DELGADO, Clerk.
e

Do you

want to pay fancy prices for

clothing, no matter
what brand, when you can get the
best
clothing in the
e

ready-mad-

1

Very glad I was invited
(Catch me coming any moreO
All so genial and so hearty
(What a frightful set of snobs!)
Just the people for this party
Thingum(Whatshisnames, and

H. F. STEPHENS, Cashier,

1856.

IMRS. LINDIIART

the contesting claimant to a place on!
APPROBATION WITH ASIDES.
the corporation commission, arrived!
Charming dance I've been delighted in the city last nigh; and joined Mr.;
(Thought the whole affair a bore!) Owen at the Montezuma hotel.
j

Your Patronage Solicited
H. 6. LAUGHLIN, President
'
W. E. GRIFFIN

J U IE

PAGE FIVE

M.

made-to-ord- er

world for less money.
It stands to reason that a large tailoring establishment, located where they can get the best

me-

chanics, and where material is the. lowest,

and

-

I

and where the latest styles are always available,

Wed-!lns-

,.

that there is where you get your money's worth.

rr

j

select your material from a large assortment, and wejwill take your
measure and prove to you that we know what we are talking about.

::::::

BROS. GOHPANT

SELI6MAN
P.

X

O. Box. 219.

Phone 36

SPECIAL PRICE to any one desiring to build.
once and GET FIRST CHOICE.

at

See us

O.C.WATSON & CO.
INSURANCE,

f

REAL

ESTATE.

119 San Francisco

Phone, Red 189.

Great Values

St- -

WAISTS, Ladies'
and Misses' Suits and Coats.

IN LADIES' SILK

ALWAYS WANT RELIABLE MERCHANDISE, but more
so in the Jewelry Line than any

YOU

SILVERWARE, CUT GLASS, DECORATED

I

Reliable Jeweler

n an;

frnu-n-

ft

i.'V.-- '

NOW
at the-

Pattern

thektj

'Counter

0

Including a
This week's display of pew
(cxXcfr
PIECE
NOVELTY
NEW
fiOODS are the best the
Spiins.' Ladies' Home Journal Patterns
market affords. The Critical
for
the
is
Easter Day will be more
that
ready
making
buyer
than "delighted" with the display of our store this week.
You will h old your breath when you see the new goods all
in Easter array. We cannot afford to misrepresent, but we
have no hesitancy in saying you never saw a more beautiful
"
display in this city. Our motto, Honest Prices," are marked
in every piece. We KNOW, piece for piece, and new goods
for new goods, you cannot beat the price.
,

Flaxons, Fancy Whites and in Colors
Silk Mulls in a Beautiful Assortment
Batistes, Beautiful New Designs

35c.
of Colors,

.

.

to

50c. Per Yard
50c.

.

15c

Silk Marquisettes. Latest Shades
Foulards in Silk Finish, Many New Shades
kimona Silks, Full Yard Wide
Silk Messalines, Finished Both Sides,
Princess Corded Silks
Katona Silks, New Materials and Colors
Charmion Silks, Just What You Have Been Expecting,
New Shades and Colors in Ginghams,
Percales in All the New Colors
Linens in All the Staple Grades and Colors, . . .

50c.

20c
60c.
$1.25

"
"

75c
.

30c.
30c.

.

15c.

to 25c

15c.

to 60c

15c.

k

W. N. TOWNSEND
For Ladies' Home Journal Patterns.

"

CO.

FOR HONEST PRICES

FINE, NEW BRICK
DWELLING OF FIVE
ROOMS. -- - Centrally lo- cated and modern in ev

A

FOR SALE

THIS IS ONE OF THE FINEST HOMES IN
ery particular.
SANTA FE and is going at? A BARGAIN if taken at once
$1800,00 CASH will handle this, with long time on balance.

JOSEPH B. HAYSWARD, MANAGER,
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.

a

JUST RECEIVED
OUR NEW SPRING LINE OF

Embroideries and Laces.
LATE5T STYLES and PATTERNS

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

The Supreme Luxury

NO TROUBLE TO SHOW THEM.

ADOLF

Everything we

CMNAJWATCHES,

H . C. YONTZ,

CLOCKS

San Franciso

Street

SEUGMAN

DRY

CO.

GOODS

of Coffee Prinking
&

White Enamel

SANBORN'S
SEAL BRAND
PURE

other line, for you do not buy every day.
sell you MUST BE reliable.

Li- -

and jealous frowns; new hats
what's
and new rats-b- ut
idea new:
know
the
use. you
wherever
feathers
and
finery
mankind gathers !

Massaging,

S.

"CHASE

RELIABLE!

!,"''

H

w-

NOW OPEN.

BONDS,

T4'h

.

r.

3:

"house-warming-

Manicuring,

ADDITION

SURETY

over." Amonjrthe "Gent
sex of us you see the new

ml,

i'

I BUENA VISTA LOMA

I

'

ler"

--

j

j

Order Your Easter Suit Now,

0

DAY
NTliiSREJl'YINATING
"done
both
sexes
see
you

Bed

Room

Had one in the window and sold

Furniture
it within

three days. We will have more. Take a
look at this " New Idea " Furniture. You
will like it.

CIRCASSIAN WALNUT

COFFEE"

THE

THE

SWELLEST FURNITURE

AKERS-WAGNE-

YOU

CAN

BUY.

FURNITURE AND

R

UNDERTAKING COMPANY.!
--i-

winiiii.iniT- i-

.il

I

Illl

I

wSl Ml"

Sanborn's

j

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

Day or Night Phone, I JO Red.

66-6-

Next Door to Postoff ice.

c

i

3

1

l

fi

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

JAMES C. McCONVERY,
Hardy Plants and Flowersjnftheir Season.
Phone. Black 204.

::::

CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL

Listen ! Why Not Get the Benefit ofTHEAll the
Light?
Our
and
display rooms are open
are
it. It saves on your light
where
it
for,

for your
EYES.
SAVES
bill
you
using
by having right
we will sell them right. Get away from
inspection, and we have the finest line of Reading and Student Lamps that can be seen anywhere, and
the idea that these lamps are expensive. Cheaper, cleaner, give the maximum light, and better looking than anything you can get.
You pay

i

s,e

aco.

NO PROFIT ON THE LAMP-I- TS

i!
i!

h.

j

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT

COMPANY WASHINGTON STREET.

415

Palace Avenue.

GO

!

o
3
BP
99

fAGE
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DR. ARTHUR J. EVANS,
Who Will Represent Roosevelt County in the Senate.

FOR THE ABOVE OCCASION

The Denver

& Rio

Grande R. R.

rate of one fare for the round trip
from stations on its line in Southern

will protect

Colorado and New Mexico.
DATES OF SALE.

From stations, Aiamosa, Colo., to Espanola, N. M.f
February 18 and 19; from stations west of Antonito
to Durango, Colo., February 17 and 18; from Farm-ingtoBranch Points, February 16 and 17.

n

Return Limit, February 24th.
Institute

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

The West Point

of th Southwest"
Ranked by United States War DeInstitupartment at "Distinguished
tion." Army officers detailed by Wal
Department.
Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located in the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 3uU
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during the
season.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
8.U
graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings,
colleges.
throughly
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
In all respects.
REGENTS E. A. CAKOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary.
and W. A. FINLEY.
For particulars and Illustrated catalogues address:
COL. JAS. W. WTLLSON,

W. L. DeCLOW,
America's Largest Horse and Jack Importer, Removing His Business to New Mexico.

am arranging to change my business location from Cedai
Rapids, la., to El Paso, Tex., or some desirable point near by. I am
shipping 30 Imported Stallions and Mammoth Jacks on January IS
1912, being my first consignment.
I would like to
with
all stockmen who are in need of Stallions, Jacks correspond
or Full Blood
I
can aiso furnish Registered Shorthorn and Hereford Bulls
ftiares.
and Registered Shropshire Bucks at very reasonable
prices. Please
write me. If not in need yourself, please tell your neighbors
W. DeCLOW,
Cedar Rapids Jack and Stallion Importing Farm, Cedar
Rapids, la
have recently secured a special rate by express
can ship
by which
I

I

I

commissions

p.na or-

ders of ail characters accepted for
ecution in any European country.
Correspondents enclosing full
at first waiting invited.
14-- 16

-

18

BANKERS

ex-

Rap-

ALLIANCE

Bloomsbury Street,
London, England,

Mexico.

Evans attended the public schools
then took a two years'
X course at Rienzi college, and when IS
years old, matriculated at Louisville
.Medical college, graduating with secX ond honors when he was 22 years old.
He is married and has a beautiful
in Texas,

X

X

bfiby daughter.
Dr. Evans, although

at the time a
resident of New Mexico for only three
years, was nominated for the state
senate without opposition, although
the Democratic nomination was equivalent to election in Roosevelt county.
He classes himself among the Progressives of the Democratic party, is
an advocate of the nomination
of
Woodrow Wilson for the presidency,
believes William Jennings Bryan the
greatest living American and Theo
dore Roosevelt the second greatest.

tutting

Coffee

And in its place a regular cup of

2),

ffWHPir

well-mad-

e

mn

$104

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.

January 11, 1012.
Cipy in Triplicate to Pecos Forest.
Notice is hereby given that Fred

Clokey, of Glorieta, Is". M., who, on
June 2, 1906, made homestead
No.
for Lot 4, Sec. 3, Lot 1,
Sec. 4, T. 15 N., and SE
SE1-4- ,
Section 33, Township 16 N., Range 11
E., N. M. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make final five year
proof, to establish claim to ths land
above described, before Register or
Receiver U. S. I,and Office, at Santa
Fe, N. M., on the 19 day of Febiuary,

breast-bone,-

PARIS

Claimant names as witnesses:
II. N. Clokey, Albino Encinias, Car
los Garcia and Fidencio Garcia, all oi
Glorieta, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

Register

Mexican

In a recent report "of the society,
Swiss women were urged to undergo
examination for the sake of themselves and their country. The extremists in the society wish the test to
be applied to both men and women,
irrespective of army requirements,
and made compulsory by law under
conditions that govern the granting
of life insurance policies. They also
seek a law making it compulsory for
clergymen to demand a medical certificate from applicants before marrying them.
Genius of Napoleon.
The genius of Napoleon has again
been emphasized at the celebration of
the centenary of the Association of
Sugar Manufacturers .of France. The
manufacture of beet sugar is entirely
due to Napoleon. The possibility of
making sugar from beets was first
suggested by French agriculturists iij
1660 but the idea was not worked
upon until 1747.
The real introduction of beet sugar,
however, is attributable to the hatred of England, which had so important an influence on the policy of
Napoleon. The Emperor's decree of
1810, which foroade the importation
of England colonial sugar, deprived
France of a product of prime necessity. Napoleon found himself forced
to find some substitute.
MifnTficent
grants to scientists and bounties to

"'J

1

tv. r. '
j.
ivsfLr"-f':-t-

.

ir
f'4nST!.
,!" r rQ

H

9

"

ground which it is desired to hit.
The apparatus proved of great help
to the aviator, who succeeded, at a
height of 300 feet, in throwing two
elongated projectiles within a small
circle. Lieutenant Scott made his ex
periments with an American biplane.
Taxicab Strike.
The Paris taxi-castrike is proving
one of the most successful in the hist
ory of labor troubles. Although the
movement is now in its third month,
the strike fund is larger than it was
when the strike was declared. This
is due to the fact that the issuance
of permits by the strikers to chauffeurs who own their own machines
has brought in a heavy revenue, as
each chauffeur who is authorized by
the union to work contributes daily
one dollar to the fund. At the close
o? January this fund had reached
It is distributed propor$110,000.
tionally to the strikers, who say '.hey
intend to continue the fight until
their wages are increased.
Exhibition of . miniatures.
An exhibition of miniat-.ires- ,
such
a? had never yet been seen, will be
opened during February at Brussels.
All the best collections of Europe
will be represented.
The Queen of
Holland nas promised thirty masterpieces, including three Holbein. J.
Pierpont Morgan lias promised to con
tribute his famous collection of XVIIF
century English miniatures, and the
principal English and French collectors will lend the cream of their galleries.
Physical Examination of Women
A striking innovation in the direction of enforced medical examination
of women has been suggested by the
Swiss Society of Public Utility for
Women. The proposition
is that
young Swiss women should undergo
a medical examination on the same
system as their brothers when entering the army; that the measure
should be made compulsory, and that
a certificate of health and fitness for
motherhood should be issued to each
young woman who passes the

" Several months ago I suffered from a severe pain right
"
under the
writes Mrs. U. M. Mukken, of
Corona, Calif, "liad suffered from it, off and on, for several years. I al.'o suffered from heart-burdid not know
what was the matter with me. I tried several medicines
hut they did me no good. Finally, I was told it w as my
liver. I did not dare to eat as it made mo worse. Whenever I swallowed anything it seemed that I would faint it
hv.rt fo. 1 grew very thin and weak from not eating. Va3
told to take Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery. I took
, , live Pottles of it, and could feel myself getting better from
- j rouia eat a mm without pain and grew
""' ""'
I am strong and well and can do a
s,,ro.n" fast- work with ease. Can eatevervthing and hav.iput big
f day's
on
Hesh wonderfully.
I will say to all sufferers writs to Dr.
Pierce. He has my undying gratitude."

'

To-dn- y

Quarter of a Century Ago.
(From the New Mexican 01 February 10, I8S7.)
The bill to abolish the militia
Springfield, 111., reports three earth-- .
e
shocks.
j ed on third reading.
L. C. Fort intro- Willie Bucholz killed 13 year old duced a bill appropriating $10,000 for
W. E.
Flora Lamberton at Sioux City, Iowa. the Bureau of Immigration.
The Banner gold mine in the Cow Dame defends the Capitol Construction
Springs district is sold to St. Louis Board against attacks made on it.
people who will sink a 100 foot shaft. saying that a capitol, which is the
Seventy-fivtons of ore on the dunip;siith best in the United States, was
constructed for an original appropria- run better than $20 to the ton.
L. C. Fort
O. L. Houghton of Las Vegas is in tion ot only $200,000.
with the Rock Island 0IF1- - ' svvered saying that double the price
cials over a proposed extension of necessary was paid for furniture. An
the Rock Island to the Meadow City, investigation of the conduct of San
New Mexico warrants were worth Miguel's College brought out a favorable report for the institution. T.
only 75 cents on the dollar.
a compulsory
Raymond and Whitcomb's excur- B. Fest introduced
sion of 125 New Englanders spent school attendance law.
Editorials.
the day in Santa Fe.
"Give the people a better jury sysJulian Arniijo and Juan Coris were
tem. There are half a dozen special
acquitted in federal court of the
agents of the general land office in
in
of
with
connection
charge
perjury
town, watching the progress of the
land entries.
business of the United States district
D.
of
W. S. Jackson, president
the
ecurt. But it will take much more
&-R. G., and other railroad officials, than lots of
tough swearing to convict
came into Santa Fe after inspecting innocent
people of alleged crimes,
the narrow gauge line.
and misdemeanors."
A Santa Fe freight train jumped the
"J. D'. O'Bryan, of Las Vegas, is berails at Canoncito and 20 freight cars ing pushed by some Democratic
are piled in the ditch.
friends and by a few 'always on the
The
Republicans for apyoung folks sell,' and
He
are giving in Catron's hall a presen- pointment as attorney general.
tation of "Pastorela de Gloria, Ven- has as much chance of confirmation
tura y amor en la chosa del pastor." ; the governor has of going to the
United States Senate."
Admission is 50 and 75 cents.
pass-quak-

e

Spanish-America-

SAME OLD SPANISH
SWINDLE STILL

FLOWERS ARE THE
DAINTIEST VALENTINES.

ALIVE.

Russian Thief Willing to Divide His Floral Basket or Corsage
Bouquet
Ever fio Much More Beautiful
Loot With Some One to Get
Than Paper Tinsel,
Him Out of Prison.
A letter received by R. V. Boyle,
Garden
manager of the Clarendon
from Valladolid, Spain, says that he
in known to the writer, Ivanovltch,
who is in prison. The writer needs
something like $480 to get him out
of jail where he is held subject to
extradition to uussia to stand trial
for the theft of $160,000. To substan
tiate his statement the writer encloses a clipping from a London paper
giving the account of his arrest and
telling how the police have not been
able to locate the money. He offers
to give a third of the stolen money

to the one who will help him.
The letter is similar to many that
have been received here in the past.
Some one in Clayton was recipient
of such a missive. He let the boys
in on the secret and the money was
raised and one of them sent to Spain
to help Ivanovitch. A short interview with the American Consul at
Madrid developed the fact that the
consul had hundreds of letters concerning the same Ivanovitch and his
victims, and the Claytonite returned
to his friends richer in experience
than in cash.

It is only in recent years that St.
Valentine's Day, February 14, has
come into any prominence as a special flower day, but in the last two
or three seasons it has come strongly
to the front. People of mature years
and refined taste have found the
j youthful
practice of sending valen- tines again opened to them by the as
sistance of the florist. To a grown
man the tissue paper gew-gawith
the amorous verse was an impossibility, but nothing could be in finer
taste than for him to send each of
!

his lady friends a box of flowers on
St. Valentine's Day.
The many bright days of February,
sc. suggestive
of spring, create a
longing for flowers, and since tne attention of the public has been called
to the appropriateness of real flowers as Valentines a long-fel- t
need
has been supplied, and February 14th
is fast becoming one of the gayest
flower days of the year. The idea of
sending a corsage bouquet that may
be worn on that day appeals to a
great many, but is no more popular
than the flower basket, perhaps the
daintiest and most convenient
arrangement of flowejs.

Foley Kidney Pills will cure any WEAK
CABLES, BIG
case of kidney or bladder trouble not
RECEIPTS OF WHEAT.
the
reach
of
No
medicine.
beyond
medicine can do more.
Sold byall
Arrivals at Minneapolis Nearly Double
druggists.
Those of a Year Ago Corn
Braced Up.
tBy Special Leased Wire to New Mexican
Chicago, 111., Feb. 10. Weak cables
and big receipts northwest today
made the wheat market easy. Arrivals
Palace.
at Minneapolis were nearly double
B. B. de Crevecoeur, Cochiti.
those of a year ago. The opening
S. Stern, Kansas City. Mo.
was
to
lower. May startH. G. Clunn, Albuquerque.
ed at 1031-to 103
and fell
Bert M. Casley, Denver.
to 1031-8- , rallying later to 1031-H. C Wooster, Denver.
B. A. Helman, Chicago.
Fine weather caused heaviness at
P. G. Storm, Kansas City, Mo.
the outset in corn but good demand
F. Surhoff, Kansas City, Mo.
southwest braced up quotations. May
down at 68
and reopened c
Montezuma.
manufacturers, after many failures
to 68
covered
Clovis.
ana much discouragement,
Judge Terrell,
resulted
There was but little pressure on
in the finding of a oeet formula. Na
Henry Essinger, City.
oats.
to
May started unchanged
E.
F.
de
Charme,
Deming.
both
poleon encouraged,
personally
a shade higher at 521-- to
T. Johns Rigby, Los Angeles.
and financially, the dawning industry.
and steadied at 52
W. L. McClurr, Pittsburg, Pa.
and founded schools to teach the pro
Larger receipts of hogs than expectO.
Mrs.
L.
Clovis.
Owens,
cess of manufacture.
Four imperial
ed and light demand carried down
Oatman,
City.
Harvey
six
factories, producing
million
First sales were a shade
provisions.
M. Botsch, St. Joseph.
pounds a year, were founded in 1812,
to 5c lower with May 16.20 for pork;
M. Sullivan, City.
9 30 to 9.32
for lard and 8.77
to
jucic are iuaay z&i large sugar J. B. McManus, Albuquerque.
plants in France, employing a total
8.80 for ribs.
E. R. Vaughn, Albuquerque.
of 35,000 hands and producing
an
A. M. Nobins, New York City.
nually over 725,000 metric tons.
How Cold Affects the Kidneys.
Max L. Meyer, New York City.
These facts brought out at the
Avoid taking cold if your kidneys are
W. M. Gibson, Durango. Colo.
sugar manufacturers' banquet, were
sensitive. Cold congests the kidE. T. Hunsaker, St. Joseph.
a striking justification, it was pointC. H. Anderson, St. Joseph.
neys, throws too much work upon
ed out, of the faith of Napoleon,
them, and weakens their action. SeP. L. Dawson, Trinidad.
which at the time the beet sugar was
rious kidney trouble and even Bright' .
Ed Block, Kansas City, Mo:
first manufactured formed a favorite
disease may result. Strengthen youfr
E. P. Domb, Las Vegas.
subject for caricature.
kidneys, get rid of the pain and soreness, build them up by the timely use
Coronado.
of Foley Kidney Pills. Tonic in acBARON DE RIO
J. M. Reenes, Stanley.
tion, quick in results.
Francisco Montoya, Bernalillo.
BRANCO IS DEAD.

Hotel Arrivals.

4

8

4

2

2

Usually means freedom
from

Headaches,
Sleepless Nights,

Heart Palpitation,
Indigestion, etc.

9492-0740-

1912.
de-tril- s

Dr. Evans was born in Blount county. Alabama, on April 5, 1883, but. he
did not stay long, for the following
year finds him in Texas with his par
ents. But even the lxne Star state
was not good enough for him, after
lu: had come back from medical colN lege. He located at Elida Roosevelt
county, in 1908, upon coming to New

1
ARMSTRONG CALLED TO
she was married to John E. ArmHER HEAVENLY HOME. strong a friend of her cnildhood.
Mr. and Mrs. Armstrong were so
Devout Christian, Loving Wife, Faith pleased with the "Land of Sunshine,"
ful Mother, True Servant of Her
and its promise of health, that they
Master.
and their children came to Santa Fe
last August, where they lived until
Lyda Weider Armstrong, 51 years November, at which time they moved
old, youngest child of Mr. and Mrs. to the Pankey ranch near Lamy.
Andrew Weider, a native of New Le
In all her Christian career she was
5 lcyal to her
banon, Pa., died last Monday at
church, and her one cono'clock at the Pankey ranch
near suming desire was to do the will of
I.amy. The Rev. James M. Shinier. her Father and to live the Christ life
pastor of the St. John's M. E. Church in the family circle, in society and in
of Santa Fe conducted
the funeral the church. During her last illness
services at 'he home. Burial
was she was conscious that, the end was
in the cemetery
at La:ny. Beside near at hand, but her only regret in
her husband she is survived by three dying was that of leaving her family
daughters, Ruby, Grace and Marga and iriends.
ret, a sister, Mrs. Sarah E. Rupert,
of New Lebanon and tour brothers.
Killed on the Track.
Peter, David, Samuel, and John.
The horribly mangled body of E. E.
Mrs. Armstrong was educated in Holm was found on the
Santa Fe track
he common schools of her native at Coimor. Mora
county. The man
ity and was converted at an early had evidently fallen from a train and
ige, joining the M. E. Church. In had been killed by being run over.

Superintendent

Furnished for attractive enterprises
la all substantial lines of business.
Railroads, Tractions, Water & Elec
tric Powers, Irrigations, Timber, Min- ins, Agricultural & Industrial.
Bond, Debenture and Stock Issues
Underwritten, Purchased or Sold.
Properties purchased for European
exploitation and investment.
Financial Undertakings of all sorts
handled.

the greatest inclination toward, and
the greatest leisure for, politics.

MRS.

f

EUROPEAN CAPITAL

Age 2S years.
Born in Blount County, Ala- bama.
Taken to Texas while an in- fant by his parents.
In New Mexico since 1908.
Located at Elida.
Is a Progressive Democrat,
a supporter of Wood row Wil- son for the Presidency.
Believes
greatest
Bryan
American, and Roosevelt sec- ond greatest.
Educated in public schools
and at Rienzi college.
"Never" taught school.
Graduated with second hon- ors trom Louisville
Medical
'College at age of 22 after four
years course.
Practices medicine.
Married
and. has
baby
daughter.

State Senator Dr. Arthur ,T. Evans
of Elida, Roosevelt county, solemnly
affirms that he has never
taught
school, but then he is a physician and
every one knows that next to school
teachers and lawyers, it is the disci
ples of Aesculapius, who seem to haveJ

New MexLo Military

jacks at lower rates than ever befo re. I can ship jacks from Cedar
ids, la, to Albuquerque, N. M, for $55 each, to Phoenix, Ariz., for
each, and can reach other points at c orresponding rates.

IN

have
Paris, leb. 10. Frenchmen
been watching with interest the experiences of the retired American arin
my lieutenant, Riley E. Scott,
dropping bombs from aeroplanes at
the aerodrome of Villa Coublay.
Lieutenant Scott invented an apparatus designed to determine the angle for the proper launching of a
bomb, together with the determina-t'oof the speed of the aeroplane
with reference to a point upon the

35
27
17
00

G. M

STRIKE

fBy Rpoclal T.paspd Wir to

SCOTTISH RITE.

THE INTERNATIONAL

Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery.

Physical Examination of Women
Medical Fad in
Switzerland.

80

.

H'!9D

Ar

50

10 15
9 49
9 82

.Koehlwr .luactlon
Koeliier

Superintendent.

Miscellaneous

GPiEA T GENIUS

00

pin
TConnects at Colfax with E. P. & S W. Ry. train both North and South.
I Stage for Van Houten, N. jL, meets trains at Preston, N. M.
JDaily except Sunday.
'Daily except Saturday.
Stage leaves Ute Park, X. M.. for Elizabethtown, N. M., at 9:00 a. m. daily
Fare
$2.00 one way, $li.50 round trip; fifty pound bagexcept Sundays.
gage carried free.
C. & S. train leaves De. Moines, N. M., for the south at 11:11
p. m., arrives from the south at 4:3S a. m.
L. C. WHITE
J. VAN HOUTEN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,

-

The celebrated Dr. Abernethy of London was firmly of the opinion that disorders of the stomach were the most prolific source of human ailments in general. A
recent medical writer says: " every feeling, emotion and affection reports at the
stomach (through the system of nerves) and the stomach is affected accordingly.
It is the vital center of the body
." He continues, " so we may be
said to live through) the stomach." He goes on to show that the stomach is
the vital center of the body. For weak stomachs and the consequent indigestion
or dyspepsia, and the multitude of various diseases which result therefrom, no
medicine can be better suited as a curative agent than

Manufacture of Beet Sugar
Is Due to Famous Emperor of France

(Read Dp)

STATIONS
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Coffee does cause these and other obscure ills in
many persons who don't suspect the cause.
Such can find
e
health and comfort by a
food-drin- k
to
the
Postum.
change
old-tim-

There's a Reason."
Postum Cereal Co., Ltd., Battle Creek, Mich.

10, 1912.

NO ONE STRONGER THAN KiS STOMACH.
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Brazilian Minister of Foreign Affairs
Succumbs to Sudden Attack
of Uraemia.
(Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Rio Janeiro, Brazil, Feb. 10. Baron
de Rio Branco, minister of foreign affairs in the Brazilian cabinet, died this
morning at ten minutes past nine. He
was stricken suddenly ill on the evening of February 5, with uraemia, and
the attack was so severe that he never
rallied.

It

tells all about SEEDS, BULBS, Plants, Poultry and Be Supplies

When yon buy onr
beat

THE BARTELDES SEED CO. SSETeSSKS

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY

f HE

10, 1912.

TELLS

Albi-querqu-

Democrats Squabble Over Fees.
Attorney general elect George P.
Bullard of Arizona has issued a statement declaring that all foreign insurance companies in Arizona, who
pay their annual fees to Secretary of
the Territory Young prior to the admission of the territory as a state on
February 12, will be made defendants
in suits to compel them to surrender
authorize
their certificates which
them to do business in Arizona.
This statement followed a charge by
V. A. Jones, a member of the corporation commission, that insurance men
declared they had been sol:cited to
pay their annual fees before admission day. The fees are due in March
or sooner. If they are paid now half
of the amount goes to the secretary
o'. the territory, but 'f payment is deferred all w.ll go to the stats school
fund.

First

ROUBLES

of Uncle Sam's
Vessels to Ee
Completed Under the Eight
Hour Law.

Wire n, New Mex'caro
(By Special
Newport News. Va., Feb. 1". With
the launching here today of the new
revenue cutters Vnalga and Miami by
the Newport News Shipbuilding Company, the United States is adding to
its revenue navy, two notable vessels
lor the work of saving life and property at sea in connection with their
duties of enforcing the custom laws.
The Miami, which is to be stationed
at Key West, Florida, and the Unalga,
which will operate in the waters of
southeastern Alaska, are sister ships
and are the first United Stales vessels completed under i lie eight hour
lw. With large coal and water capacity, they will be able to make unusually long trips. Each will have an
aunanient of three
rapid
fire guns.

Lady in Goodwatcr Describes Her
the county for every fee for filing docDistressing Experience and
uments. If he extends credit for his
filings he must deposit in cash the
Tells How She Was
amount of this filing, and then carry
Finally Relieved.
as a personal account, the item. On
this account he would have to carry
Goodwater, Mo. ''Ever since I was
a separate set of books to accommodate people who are more able to carry a little girl," says Mrs. Riley Laramore,
the investment than he, and advance "I was a great sufferer from dyspepsia.
I suffered misery after eating, and had
money for the filings, absolutely without interest or other remuneration. terrible heartburn.
I thought I had to suffer this way as
I nder the old system the county recorder was paid fees, and the fees long as 1 lived, but when I began to take
for recording were his own personal Thedford's
in small
remuneration.
For this reason, ho doses, every night, the heartburn was all
needed to have no especial accounting
gone in a few days, and I could eat
for them, and if he desired to do a without distress.
credit business he had the same right
1 took two small
packages in all, and
Now.
as the grocer or the butcher.
that was some time ago, the
the county clerk must collect the fees although
of his office or pay them into the dyspepsia has not returned.
I speak a good word for Thedford's
county treasury out of his own pocket,
whenever 1 have the opthe amounts due the county for recording papers. It will be well to remem- portunity."
Black-Draug-

Black-Draug-

DRUNKEN DEMING MAN
SHOT BY STEP SON.

ht

Victim in Critical
Condition and
If eating causes distress, we urge you
Wound May Prove Fatal Out
on $2,000 Bond.
to try Thedford's
It
cleanses the system, helps the stomach to
Deming, N. M., Feb. 10. A serious
digest its food, regulates the bowels, and
shooting affray took place in the
Sljmuates the liver.
rooming house a little after
It acts gently and ts without bad after- midnight. It seems that U. E. McDan-ie- l
effects. Try it. Price 25c.
came home in a state of intoxicaWhere Does Artesia Come In?
in
tion, first creating a disturbance
IDEALS PREVALENT
LOW
The incoming legislature will be
new McDaniel looming house adAMONG STUDENT BODY. the
An Awful Lot of Smiths.
on
called upon to carve two coanties out
joining the telephone exchange
of Eddy county. One of them will
Silver avenue. He then repaired to
To the four Smiths who now adorn
Fall the other McDaniel
take in the plains country and will the United States Senate is to be Junior Republic Citizen Takes
rooming house
Out With Colleges and Uninear Rnebush's stable for the purpose
East
ashalf added a fifth when Mark Smith
comprise practically the
versities.
oc Eddy county and the dry belt that sumes the
of getting his
Here, it
toga from Arizona. This
is said, he encountered his wife and
i. watered by surface wells. Knowles is going some for the Smith family.
George atwill be the county seat of this county, Tr f.nmnricfio ullrvit fiva nav rf1it nf ' Freeville, X. Y., Feb. in. The .lun- - stepson, Riley George.
the tempted to prevent his getting his
if established. The other county will the membership of that august body ior Republic. Citizen, published. by
,'
from a shelf above the cot
take in the northwest portion of and is in accordance with our demo-- !
V,
.. ..
.
l in us .uarcn ikmi- - upon which George was sleeping. A
rieevinu,
Eduy county, the southwest portion critic ideas.
will speak editorially of the death of fight ensued, George knocking McDanof Chaves county and a portion of
There are those who sometimes Richard T. Crane, the Chicago man iel down.
he
himself,
Recovering
the northeast section of Otero county teel that tate has tried to conceal
wrio, before his death, attacked
again attacked George, and the latter
with a county seat at Hope.
The
from manifest destiny by impas- j leges and universities because of the fired at close range, the ball striking
Eddy county senator and representa- ing upon them the name of Smith. alleged
among a rib on his right side, and ranging
immorality
existing
tives in the legislature are pledged On the contrary we should say that their students.
down. When a physician was sumto the forming of the two counties in
every walk of life the Smiths are
"Richard T. Crane of Chicago, who moned, and the clothing removed, th"
and as there is no serious opposition getting all that is coming to them
died recently, achieved fame before ball fell from his clothing, having
to tne proposition irom me voters ,and sometimes a little bit more,
the Gruesome Messenger came. He come out of his back on the right
of Eddy county the new counties will There are more Smitils in the
declared, among other things, that it side. He was removed to the ladies'
El Paso try tnan men of
be established.
any otn(1,. name but was a waste of time and money to hospital, and the physicians pronounce
Herald.
than men of any other name, but put the boy or girl through college his condition serious.
Riley George,
.,
r
lit.
uif y nceu not CJtnuiaiu. i lie orowiis and that the life of ihe higher educa who shot his stepfather U. E. McSunday Closing at Wagon Mound.
and the Joneses and the Robinsons tional institutions smelled badly oi Daniel last night, has been admitted
A movement is being organized by seem to oe
away behind ill the secur- immorality. These statements brought ta bail in the sum of $2,0im. The prethe church people to enforce the Sun- ing of excellent rewards of virtus upon him the wrath of all college
liminary hearing has been set for next
Mr. McDaniel's condition
day closing law in Wagon Mound, and intelligence.
and graduates.
Thursday.
and those interested say that unless
"Crane carried his utterances some- is critical, but it will be several days
The name is an excellent one. It
the law in this instance is obeyed, conies down from the remotest antiq- what to the limit, but there was more according to the statement of the
they will carry their case direct to uity. When man irst managed to t'ean simply a germ of truth in what physicians, before they will be able
of the state. The make iron tools we do not
to determine whether or not the
the governor
know, Dtit he said. The boy or girl who is ambichurch people charge that in sever- i'. was some eons before
it. wound is fatal.
will
education
an
for
tious
secim;
behistory
And to educate
al cases the saloons and other places gan to be recorded. In the
days be- college or no college.
which should be closed on Sunday, fore gunpowder the Smith was a the unambitious boy or girl is a flag- MILLIONAIRE HAWLEY HAD
A FEMALE PROTEGE.
are being run wide open, and they miehtv man. He wna tho mw wlin rant waste of time as well as money.
are going to make it their business forged the swords and turned out the The coIle-- e is nothing more or less
an institution She Comes Forward at Babylon, Long
to see that the law is enforced. The sheetiron overcoats for the nrntec. ,han a convenience,
which can expedite and make easier
church people are considering
Island, to Claim Part of
the ,ifm nf tho r93n. Vnlh. n
,
the Estate.
lwst for knowledge Crane was
',aU
nim int MW
question of starting a local option ,iPr
i,(ltlle
so far wrong when he said that,
not
eampain here in the hope of closing he is gtin with
Andrpw rarnppi(,
i
the saloons entirely. Local option is ought to have been named Smith, the to put the boy or girl through college ( By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican
L. I., Feb. 10. Miss Marand
of
a
time
waste
Babylon,
money.
is
and
in
Nolan,
Levy
being agitated
most prominent name in Scotland, as
"In regard to his other statement it garet Cameron, the protege of the
and the movement would spread here he is the
mightiest of the smiths, a is inconceivable how any one can late Edwin Hawley, the railroad milThe Parag- descendant of ancestors who
with but little effort.
forged deny that immorality
that
is flagrant in lionaire, indicated to friends
raph does not believe the time for we
claymores witn which our conege ife. The greatest ambi- - she has found a document or will unlocal option for Wagon Mound has tne
Higmanuers used to cut off the tion o many of our undergraduates der which she becomes entitled to a
come, but if there are violations of heads of their enemies with exceed-- '
is not education, but purple socks and share iu his estate. Relatives of Mr.
the Sunday closing law, the saloon ing joy, as related in the ballads of
caps and painted ladies. 'Booze' Hawley assert that he died intestate
men should take a hint and prevent the period.
Pittsburg Dispatch
is the stimulant which drowns all sor- and have applied for letters of admintrouble. As long as the saloons como
row, including the thought of study. istration.
Miss Cameron is reportply with the law, there will be little
New Mexico is Republican,
'I'm a Member of the Midnight Crew,' ed to have found the document durNew Mexico, the r.ew state, sent js an anthem dear to the heart of
agitation against them. In almost
ing a visit to the railroad man's counevery case where a fight has been
representatives to Congress, onejery student who doesn't dare to be a try home early this week
the
saloon
started against saloons,
a Republican, the other a Democrat. Daliel.
'Won't we have a jolly time,
men have brought it upon themselves Governor Curry, who was formerly
mating cake and drinking wine?' is a SIX SUNDAY RACES
by their disregard of the rights of the chief executive of the territory, line to be found in one of the songs
AT JUAREZ, MEXICO.
those who are opposed to the liquor won the Republican election, and H.!not so popular, although it finds its
Panta-graph- .
B. Fergusson, who is acknowledged
Mound
business. Wagon
way into the vocal chords of those
Special Leasee Wire to New Mexican)
to be the leading Democrat of the new .who like and try to sing. 'Then she (By
Juarez, Mex., Feb. 10. Entries for
state, is the other representative. warms my lips with kisses, such as tomorrow: First race, purse, two year
No Credit on Fees.
Naturally, their opinions differ, Gov-- ! angels can bestow,' is a line in anoth- - olds, four furlongs. Oldsmobile 102;
Probate Clerk Bennett is having no
Stout Heart, King Stalwart 105 Pala- end of annoyance these days in. keep- to will always be a Republican state, to youth, is a thought indicative of tible 115; Pan Seareta 117.
ing the deposits on recording fees while Mr. Fergusson argues that the college sentimentality. 'Fill up Your
Second race, selling, one mile and a
straight. The old custom of extending slate may give a Democratic majority Stein,' is a song all college boys furlong. X Dottie IB, 98; X Rake 100;
credit for filing fees must under the in the November election.
know. The sublime ideal contained Hiccough 101!; Tahoe,
Juarez
105;
new order of things be abolished, as
"It's a sure thing that if the Repub- - in 'The Good Young Man Who Died' (The Peer, Tiflis, Barney Oldfield,
now
ethis
under ailiean party nominates a conservative shows clearly in what regard the
the county recorder
W hidden, Pedro, Rubinon 110.
Third race, handicap, six furlongs.
saiary system, ana must account to candidate tor President, New Mexi- - ical mollycoddle is held
co will go Democratic," said Mr. FerDr. Smoot 90; Kootenay 107; Closer
gusson, at the New Ebbitt.
'He never drank pale ale or beer,
118; Pride of Lismore 116.
"That is," he added, "If the Demo
'He would faint at the sight of porFourth race, selling, El Paso stakes,
crats name a progressive. There nevone mile. Uncle Ben 104; John Louis
ter;
er was a state came into the Union 'He vow'd he sav'd two hundred a year Koy Junior 107; X Arasee 111.
that is more progressive than New
Fifth race, selling, six furlongs. X
'By consuming filtered water.'
Mexico. The people are for progres
King Elk 100; Port Arlington, Boana,
sive policies, and they will support a
"And who doesn't know, 'There is 102; Nita R, Keep Moving 103; Tom
progressive candidate for President.
Tavern in the Town,' where 'my dear Franks, Sabado, Tallow Dip, Brave
Husband Declared Lydia E. "Until very recently the majority of love sits him down?' which concludes Withers 105; Glorio 108.
New Mexico Democrats
have been with the immortal thought,
Sixth race, selling six furlongs. X
Pinkham's
ardent supporters of Woodrow Wilson
Cbilla 98; Lyte Knight 108; Balronia,
ReBut in the last few weeks the former 'Oh, dig my grave both wide and Marie Hyde 1110; J. H. Reed 111;
Compound Would
Princeton president may have lost
store Her Health,
John Griffin II, 112.
deep, etc.
some ground. Personally, I think the 'Put tombstones on my head and
X Apprentice allowance.
Did.
And
Watterson incident has strengthened
feet, etc.
If Wilson should not be the 'And on my breast carve a turtle dove,
The Sound Sleep of Good Health.
'Four years ago I him.
Ashland, Ky.
choice of New Mexico, I think it a 'To signify I died of love.'
Is not for those suffering from kidseemed to have everything the matter
sure thing that the delegation will be
ney ailments and irregularities. The
with me. I had
for Champ Clark, and it is not improb"The editor of the Citizen is not a prompt use of Foley Kidney Pills will
troukidney
ble and was so bad off able that the delegates will give him prude, a puritan or a prohibitionist, dispel backache and rheumatism, heal
I could hardly rest their vote on the first ballot. There but he believes as did Crane that too and strengthen sore, weak and ailing
'? a very strong Clark
sentiment much time and money are wasted in kidneys, restore the normal action,
day or night I doc
tored with all the throughout the state. It is my belief college and that these songs quoted ard with it health and strength. Mrs.
best doctors in town that if Wilson is not nominated on are indicative of the atmosphere some M. F. Spalsbury, Sterling, 111., says.
and took many kinds the first or second ballot at Balti- times pervading college environment.'' "1 suffered great pain in my back
and kidneys, could not sleep at night,
of medicine but noth more, he will never be chosen and
and could not raise my hands over
ing did any good un- then, I think, Speaker Clark stands CATHOLIC WILL NOT
SERVE WITH SOCIALIST. my head. But two bottles of Foley
til I tried your won- the best chance of any candidate."
derful remedy, Lydia Washington Post.
Kidney Pills cured me." For sale by
Dr. Spahn, Leader of Clerical
all druggists.
E. Pinkham's Vege
Will Resign as President
table Compound. My husband said it DISTRESS OF FLOOD
of Reichstag.
NEW ORLEANS CLUB TO
would restore my health and it has."
STRICKEN PEOPLE ACUTE.
TRAIN ON ISTHMUS.
Mrs. May Wyatt, Ashland, Ky.
'Bv Special Lpnsod Wire to New Mextenn)
There are probably hundreds of thou Portuaal Devastated
By Inundations
Berlin, Feb. 10. Dr. Spahn, leader (By Special teased Wlr- - to New Mexican)
sands of women in the United' States
That Are Causinq Millions
New Orleans, La., Feb. 10. Accomof
the Clerical Center party, who yeswho have been benefitted by this famous
of Damage.
old remedy, which was produced from
terday was elected president of the panied by members of his baseball
President-Manage- r
Charles
Reichstag, announces that he will re- team,
roots and herbs over thirty years ago by (Bv Pneetat Teased Wrr tj irw Tejrtenn
cona woman to relieve woman's suffering.
10.
sign the chair on Monday. He gives Frank of the New Orleans Southern
Feb.
The floods
Lisbon,
his reason mat ne aecimes to oe League Baseball Club, sailed today for
BeadWhat Another Woman says: tinue in every part of Portugal, but as
Panama to begin two weeks of spring
most serf-- ' associated with a Socialist
aer
the
districts
southern
trouhad
female
N.
J.
"I
Camden,
to- -, dent,
training. Games have been arranged
received
affected
and
was
reports
and
ble and a serious displacement
with the organized clubs in the Canal
show
dav
the
the
that
distress
among
tired and discouraged and unable to do my
Zone.
work. My doctors told me I never could population is acute. At the city of
ID
STENZEL ECZEMI
be cured without an operation, but Ororto, a large number of barges on
thanks to Lydia E.Pinkham's Vegetable the river Douro have been swept,
A clear white liquid for cleansing,
Compound I am cured of that affliction away and several small coasting ves
end have recommended it to more than sels have been driven out to sea and purifying and healing skin and scalp
t. th
of Lioires. the dam-- ciseases.
one of my friends with the best results. "
Mrs. Ella Johnston, 324 Vine St
age done by the inundations on thej Stops itching or burning instantly;
If yon want special advice 'write to water front is estimated at more than cures eczema permanent. the
Liquid
A tew days after using
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co. (conf- $1,000,000.
See him tonight at the ElkB'. the disease begins to disappear.
idential) Lynn, Mass. Your letter will
be opened, read and answered by a John Bunny, the funniest man in the i Price $1. Sold in Santa Fe by Fisch-worl; er Drug Co. and Zook's Pharmacy.
woman and held in strict confidence.
ber, in sending papers for recording,
that the new order of things requires
the recorder to receive cash for all
recording done in his office, and that
he must turn over the entire receipts
nf his office to the county treasury,
The county clerk will receive a
straight salary for his services. Rio
Grande Republican.

Black-Draujr-

.

.

rf

M.

CHURCH ANNOUNCEMENTS
Llewellyn Hall will sing "Almost PerCathedral.
suaded." Junior Christian Endeavor
Sexagesima Sunday. February it.
:; p. m.
Miss Jessie Carroll, superin-UndeiiFirst mass at T o'clock a. m.
a. m. Sermon
Ycspvrs at 4:1.".. The ordiSecond mass at
nance of baptism will be administered
in English.
Third mass at H:::0 a. m. Sermon Piui tin' Sacrament of the Lord's
will be celebrated.
Mrs. Allen
in Spanish.
will sing 'No Night There."
At 4 o'clock p. m. Rosary and BeneSmior Christian Endeavor immediateldiction.
y after Vespers. Subject "GenerosiLady of Guadalupe.
First mass 7 a. m. Second mass ty" A meeting for men only at 7:4.".
Sermon in Spanish and Subject of the address by the pastor,
9.30 a. ni.
Mr. Llewellyn
"A Pot of Poison."
English.
Hall and the male quartet will furnish
Faith.
of
the Holy
Church
in special music. Midweek services WedThe Rev. John W. Heal, Priest
nesday 7:"0 p. in. Every one is corCharge.
dially invited to come to the worship
or
The Sunday called Scxagesima.
of the Lord in this His sanctuary.
the Second Sunday before lent. Ser
St. John's Methodist.
vices.
school at 11:1a a. in. MornSunday
m.:
8
a.
morrrTng
Holy Communion
11 a. m.
Sermon bv
Prayer and sermon 11 a. m; Sunday ing worship at
'the pastor, subject: "The People
School !i: 45 a. m.
11
The musical program for the
jllad:: a Mind to Work." Junior League
tat
o'clock service is as follows:
p. m.
Kpworth League at i!::!u
;n. in. Subject: "The Strong Shall
Processional Hymn 211
T. A. Jeff cry Not Take Advantage of the Weak."
James 3:41 Leader Mr.
Venite
Boyce (Amos l!:
Te Deum
Schilling F. Frazier.
Evening worship at 7: 3D.
,
precedsong service
J.ibikite Deo
Harvey
H. W. Irke ing the sermon.
subject "The
Hymn
Need of Consecration."
The regular
when the night
Anthem "Savior,
involves the skies" . .H. R. Shelley meeting of the Woman's Home MisRecessional Hymn, 394 . .J. B. Dykes sionary Society will be held at the
I'ome of Mrs. Prof. .1. A. Wood, MonFirst Presbyterian.
r f7Ai. .in.
'T..rV.lW,,,rr!i Minister, i
day, Feu. 12th at 2:"n p. in. The
113.
niuf,ii,
lef.der will be Mrs. C. L. Stephenson.
Sunday school H:4: a m. Fred
service on
wor The regular
Bride, superintendent.
ship 11 o'clock. Preaching by the Thursday at 7:"0 p. m. Come and
pastor. Theme, 'Passing By." Mr. Lring someone. .1. M. Shinier, pastor.

FOR RENT Nicely furnished room.
Inquire New Mexican.
FOR RENT Nice sunny furnished
room, suitable for housekeeping.
Capital Tailors.

t.

Ap-pl- y

sup-lie,-

FOR SALE Pool and billiard hall
with six lables pays well. Must b
sold at once Price $1600. ' O. C. Watson Co.

..WANTED Situation as assistant
bookkeeper or plumber's apprentice
Some experience in both. Handy at
Kd.
anything.
Phillips, 242 Agua
Fria Street.
ROOMS FOK RENT One, three,
or five nice, new, comfortable rooms
for rent at 2:i7 Washington avenue.
Large, handsome dining room, excep-- i
tionaily rjice and well suited for
boarders.
TYPEWR! TERS.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
RibbonB and supplatens furnished.
plies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
aM rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewriters guaranteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter ExPhone 23i.
change.

Fifteen-minute-

Par-tor'- s

Fraternal Societies

j

mid-wee- k

MASONI".
Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1, A.. F. & A. M.
Regular communti
cation first Monday
of each month at
Masonic - Hall
at

.'

7.30.

ALAN R. McCORD, W. M.
CHAS. E. LINNEK, Secreiii.T.

col-the-

Santa Fe Chapter

,

t

l'yrTv

"

r

s "b"3

1, R. A. M.

fr

?

Santa Fe Commander
No.

s

o

'

j

WIFE'S HEALTH

RESTORED
Vegetable

It

-

Cen-tenist-

Jet

prt

1

I

1, K. T.

Regtilai

conclave fourth

Mon-

day in each month at
Masonic. Hs.1) at 7:S(
.

w.
B

'

turner--

?

.

n
tit A.

tlLAt

E--

p. m.
H. KENNEDY, E. C.

GRIFFIN, Kecorder.

Santa Fe Tjodge et
Perfection No. 1, 14ti
Ancient and Acdegree.
cepted Scottish Rite ol
Free Masonry meets oa
the third Monday of each montt
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening la
Masonic Hall, south side ot Plasa.
Visiting Pcotish Rite Masons are co
dlally Invited to attend.

J

S. G. CARTWRIGHT.

Venerable

a

grn

Ne.

Regular

convocation
second
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall ai
7:30 p. m.
CHAS. A. WHEELON,
H. P,
ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.

y

Iff
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TWO FINE NEW REVENUE
CUTTERS LAUNCHED.

MRS. LARAMORE

Politics and Politicians
He Must Be a Good One.
The new sheriff of Curry county
has put the lid on Clovis. Anyone
who can do that is bound to make
e
good as sheriff in that county.
Herald.

SAXTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SATTA YS,

TWO PRESS ASSOCIATIONS
TO BE INVESTIGATED.

Department

of

Justice Has Intimation

That Sherman

Anti-Tru-

Law is Violated.
(Pv Spoclnl Leiisod Wire to New Mexican!
Washington, D. C, Feb. 10. The
Department of Justice is investigating
of
the American Press Association
New York and the Western Newspaper X'nion of Omaha, to determine if
there is any violation of the Sherman
t
law in connection with the
use of patents on stereotype plates
and matrices supplied to newspapers
throughout the country.
anti-trus-

A Warning
Against Wet Feet.
Wet and chilled feet usually affect
the mucous membrane of the nose,
throat and lungs, and la grippe, bronchitis or pneumonia may result.
the
Watch carefully, particularly
children, and for the racking
cougts giv Foley's iZoney an
Tar Compound. It soothes the in
flamed membranes, and heals the
cough quickly. Take no substitute
For sale by all druggist-stub-hor-

July

1031-43--

Corn
Oats
Pork
Lard
Ribs

May
May
May
May
May

I1ENRY F. STEPHENS,

93

July 68

6S5-83--

52
16.20.
9.25.

July

8

4S

B. P. O.

C

6anta Fe Lodge

No.
460, B. P. O. E. holds

steers $ l.90(n 7.10;
?i5.S5; western
stockers and feeders $3.85?( 6.10; cows
and heifers $2.10S6.60; calves $5.75
J.
S.35.

Receipts

38

Secretary.

8.7712.
Chicago.
Chicago. 111.. Feb. 10. Cattle Re
Market, slow, weak.
ceipts 1500.
Beeves $4.808.65; Texas steers $4.65

Hogs
steady.

32.

Master.

20,000.

Its regular session ox
the second and fourth
Wednesday of each
month. Visiting brothers are invitee an!
D. SENA,

welcome.
CARL A. BISHOP.
Exalted Kuler.

Secretary.

Market

Light 5.956.30; mixed $6fi

F.

W. FARMER
Homester.d No.

6.37
rough $6fi
heavy $fi!ff6.37
6.15: pigs $4.406; bulk of sales $6.20
6.30.

2879.

Brotherhood
of
American Yeomen
Meets
Second

Market
Receipts 2,00.
Sheep
steady. Native $3.154.60; western
4.70ff5.50;
yearlings
$3.4014.60;
lambs, native $4.256.50; western

and Fourth Thura

days, Firemam's
Hall. H. Poremau,
A. E. P. Robinson,
Cor. kec. Fred P.
Alaria.

$4.50(g6.50.

Omaha.
South Omaha, Neb., Feb. 10. Cattle Receipts 100. Market
steady.
Native steers, $5.307.S0; cows and
heifers, $3.30(ff'6.00; western steers,
Santa Fe Camp
Texas
steers, $3.80
$3.906.9i.;
13514, M. W. A.
6.00;
5.40; cows and heifers, $3.30ff
meets second TuesCOMMERCE COURT TURNS
Texas
DOWN RAILROAD LINES. western steers , $3.906.90;
day each month, so
steers. $3.80(5 5.40; cows and heifers
cial meeting tUre
canners,
at Elks
$2.503.50;
Refuses to Grant Injunction to Re $3.00(5)4.85;
Tuesday
Hall. Vlsting neigb.
stockers and feeders, $3.206.20;
strain Lemon Rate Rixed
calves, $3.756.75; bulls, stags, etc., bors welcome.
by Commission.
L. G. WHITTTER, Oi rsuL
(Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) $?.40(5 5.30.
300.
Market CHAS. A. RISING. Clerfr.
Washington, D. C, Feb. 10. The
Hogs Receipts,
commerce court today denied the ap- steady.
mixed,
Heavy, $6.10(.u j.35;
Santa Fe Camp Nc
plication of the
pigs,
$G.006.2O; light, $5.756.20;
rerailroads for an injunction to
6673, R. N. A. meets
$4.255.7a; bulk Of sales, $6.00
strain the Interstate Commerce Com 6.20.
first Tuesday of each
mission from putting into effect its
month; social meeting
Yearlings,
Sheep Receipts 300.
third Tuesday at Elks'
order fixing a rate of $1.00 a h ndred $4.755.40;
wethers, $3.754.40;
deHalL Visiting neighpounds on California lemons
Ewes, $3.00(0.4.00; lambs, $5.25(6.50.
stined to points in the East.
Kansas City.
bors welcome.
Kansas
Cattle
Mo., Feb. JO
NETTIE VICKROY,
City,
on
Pair Weather
Sunday Despite
Oracle.
Receipts, 200, including 100 southno relief
cloudiness this forenoon,
from the drouth is in sight, according erns. Market steady. Native steers. MAGGIE L. FRIDAY, Recorder.
steers, $5.00
to the weather bureau, for tomorrow $j.508.50; southern
heifers,
is to be fair and warmer. The maxi 6.50; southern cows and
FOR SALE.
mum temperature in the shade yester- $3.255.25; native cows and heifers,
of the Interior, Office of InDepartment
and
stockers
$3.00
71
feeders,
6.50;
de
4C
day was
degrees, in the sun
dian Affnlrs, Washington. 11. O., Decem30. 1911.
Sen led hlila marked outside
grees. The minimum yesterday was $4.256.75; buns, $i.005.50; calves, ber
'Mid. Timber Sale No. 2, JiiMrina Indian Reswestern steers, $5.00
24 degrees, while the relative humid- $4.007.5u;
ervation. New Mexico." and addressed to the
Commissioner ot Indian Affairs. Washington,
ity last evening was down to 28 per 7.50; western cows, $3.255.50.
l).Cvwillbe lecelved until 12 o'clock noon. EastMarket ern
4,000.
cent.
Hogs Receipts,
timc.Kriday.Mureb29 1912. for the purchase
of all merchantable dead timber
Bulk
of
sales, $0.00(716.35; and removal
steady.
standinc or fallen and all the live timber that
and may be designated for cuttmR by the officer
packers
heavy. $6.25(3 6.35:
in charge on a designated
area of approxibutchers, $6.106.40; lights, $5.75
mately 20.000 acres upon both tribal and allot6 20; pigs, $4.505.00.
ted lands of the Jicarilla Indian Reservation.
Mexico, located wiihin
SI
100.
Market New
Sheep Receipts,
and "1 North. Kances 2 and ittownships
Closing Quotations.
West. New
Muttons, $3.25g4.75; lambs, Mexico Principal Meridian, lying north of
New York, Feb. 10. Call money steady.
Coraiiues watershed, west of Sawmill
nominal; prime paper not quoted; Sil $5.256.40; fed wethers and yearl- - watershed and south and west of the Canvon
Denver
and Riollrande Railroad tracks, and containver 60
Mexican dollars 47; Copper Ings, $3.755.50; fed ewes, $2.75
ing approximately 80 oro.000 feet, H M of
4.00.
timber, principally yellow pine. A deposit of
43.9045; Lead!
14.5014.75; Tin
$1,500 In Hie form of a certified cheek on a
?3.954.05; Amalgamated 62; Sugar
solvent National Bank drawn in favor of
Northern
118; Atchison 104; Great
the Commissioner of Indian Affairs must ac1101-2- ;
company each bid. Five yearsand fourmonihs
128
New York Central
will be allowed for the cutting and removal
iBiuiereBiea ana inoma Know
Northern Pacific 116
of Ihe timber. No bid of less than 3.00
Reading
aboat the wonderful
M. board feet will be considered.
107
1561-2- ;
The
Southern Pacific
liMARVELWhirlinqSprav per
ri!ht to wave technical defectR in advertiseT2M new Vftrfnnl
Syrlm.
bids and to reiect any and ail bids
ments
Union Pacific 163; Steel 59; pfd.
and
uesi jicst conTenreserved.
.

pi

i

MARKET REPORT

Every Woman

.;

St.

Lead and Spelter.
Louis, Mo, Feb. 10.

Spelter firm 6.45.
Grain and Provisions.
Chicago, 111., Feb. 10. Wheat

steady

The timber must be rut under
rules and regulations, copies of which, with
further information and blank bid forms, may
be obtained from Ihe Superintendent of the
Jicarilla Indian School. Dulce, New Mexico,
or from the Commissioner of Indian Affairs.
Washington. 1). O.
F. H. ABBOTT,
Acting Comm ssioner of Indian Affairs
is

107

3.95;

Lead If he ennnot hudtut tbA VRjnlS
MAI1VKL. accent nc
May

"mlllfir- -

W If

ether, hne lend Itimn for
Illustrated book teaied. It i
fnll nartlfralftrl and direction. In.
Mlnahla to larilaa. SlltVELCO.

GaatSS4StrMWliCW IttBK.
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other good tips in the clothing line.
Grape Fruit Knives can be had at

f

I

Ladies Need Not State Afc

!

Either

Positions Permanent

!

Apply

BUTTER.
Butter has declined.

at

mm
THE

Packing House Products.

JEWFIER.

A

Phone

HIGH-GRAD-

I;':

MARKET

ifTHt

nam

i-

f

y.

LI

Furniture and
Qeensware.

Denver, Colo., Feb. 10.
Colorado, tonight cloudy, with
snow in mountain
districts;
Sunday generally fair, colder
in east portion.
New Mexico,
Tonight
generally fair and
wanner. Sunday generally fair.

N

-

Co.

Continued Patronage!

Secondhand Goods

Wedding Tonight This evening at
the home of the bride on Hillside avenue, Agustin Trujillo and Pilar
will be married by Justice of the
Peace Manuel B. Salazar.
Subscriptions for the Saturday EvePhone 92
ning Post, Country Gentleman, Ladies
Home Journal and Cosmopolitan are
taken by
shows Sunday night at the
The Advertisement of Nathan Salmon, the Big Store, today gives a lita New Mexican want ad. It tle sermon on Abraham Lincoln on
his coming anniversary, besides some
results.
Bena-vide-

Plaza Market

GO-CAR- T.

Goods Sold on Easy Payments at
!
the Right Price !

f

X

Fresh, rich, pure tasty Chocolates
in a score of "ideas." Zook's.
It's one big laugh at the Elks' toWhen the phone is out of order and
night.
you can't come yourself.
Hand Painted Valentines and Post
Cards at rhe W. II. Goebe'i Co.
Budweiser, Fallstaff and Neef Bros
bottle beer for sale by Henry Krick.
You Send Your Children Here 'Phone Red 35.
A Good
Bone Handled
Imported
Razor for $.73 at the Santa Fe Hdw.
With The Assurance
& Supply Co. for a limited time
only.
See advertisement.
Main, Capital Coal Yard
That They Will ReturnWith forCall Up 85sawed
wood or Albuquerlieavy
que factory kindling.
As Choice a Cut of Meat as Woman's Board of Trade A meeting of the Woman's Board of Trade
will be held on Monday afternoon at
You Would Procure Yourself. 2:0
o'clock at the Public Library.
..All drinking is not bad. Chase &
Sanborn's coffees are always to teste
We Seek Your
See advertisement of II. S. Kaune &

CASH PAID FOR

A NEW

iiFa

R01D

YOU

"Time Pieces That Are
Reliable."

0. 5.

DULY
mm

J

sxxxsxxxxxxxxxw
WEATHER FORECAST.

E

Watches
and
Clocks.

No. 4

good time to send one of the Chil

dren here for meats?

HEADQUATERS
FOR

It"
you will consider tlir.t the rim of
the balance wheel travels over fifteen
miles a day, you will not grud.ee your
watch a speck of oil and a cleaning
bnce a year.
It will increase the
amiv. nciiMf.., V.! i.n.ir.
-liff
...... ..mt.-t- .
Leave your watch with us

est

We Handle Only the Best

SPITZ,

ally.

!

Once!

F. ANDREWS.

Phone No. 4

A

or Old

MEATS.

We are selling

BUTTER, BUTTER, at 37

HAVE YOUR WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
WATCH will run without
oil or cleaning longer than
any other piece of machinery but it needs both occasion-

!

Sex-Y- oung

Two

Elks'.
Try
brings

z

Co.

Billy-Goebe-

no

1
H

m

fir

-

anxiety on

it you use $

aking-da- y

Insures light, sweei, I
1
wholesomeCreamfood
of Tartar
--

A pure,

3
CARD OF THANKS.
just received advance Illustrations of
We wish to sincerely thank our
the designs and they are most pleasing, the yellows and browns as well as friends for the kind assistance and
purples and sage greens predominat- words of condolence in our recent ' bereavement in the loss of Mrs. J. E.
ing in the colors.
Roller Skating Nuisance Citizens Armstrong, our beloved sister, wife
are protesting against children care- and mother, especially to Reverend
Mr.
lessly skating on pavements in every Shimer, Dr. Harrison and wife, Sanand wife, Mr. Wade of
cePankey
half
mile
when
town
of
the
part
ment pavement around the federal ta Fe, and Juan Ortiz, F. Mendocci,
Galis-teo- ;
building grounds furnishes an ideal Jose Ortiz y Pino and others ofManuel
also Pedro Martinez,
speedway for that purpose. The federal walk is seldom used while on Martinez, Jose Angel, Patricia Garcia
other pavements there is always dan- and others of Cow Springs, and the
ger of humping into some pedestrian, employes of the San Cristobal ranch.
J. P. WEIDEIl,
perhaps, some aged man or woman
J. E. ARMSTRONG
who might be seriously hurt.
'

Want ads
Try it.

New Mexican

bring results.

always

AND DAUGHTERS.
New Mexican Want Ads
bring results. Try it.

always

LOOK!
FLOWERS

)

j

AT THE

Clarendon Garden Flower Stand in
BUTT BROS.' DRUG STORE.

INCOLN'S political
career was partisan,
sectional ; it had to be. But

does not belong to any

the man himself was inthere;
and today all sections of the coun
try and of the world acknowledge
it and honor his greatness.

party or section ; not
even to any country.
The truly great man be
longs to the whole world

There's nothing sectional or partisan
or local about good clothes, either ;
men look about the same here as anywhere else; and they want to look the same.

well-dress- ed

i

i
Copyright

Hart, Schaffner & Marx

Lincoln's Birthday, February

12.

Have done a great service to all of us by making their kind of clothes ;
the quality, the style, the finish that men like you want. We've
some service here in having them for you to buy and wear.

SUITS, $18.00 AND UP.

nt a

1

you.

that a
truly great man

Hart, Schaffner & Marx
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Two Prize Fights At Clovis last
night. Benny Pappan, a fullblooded
Cherokee Indian, knocked out E. V.
Winters of Raton, in the fourth round.
At the Elks' opera house at Albuquerque, Edward Gregory of Gallup laid
out Luis Gonzales in the twenty-firs- t
round.
All pictures good and clear at the
Elks' tonight.
The Capital
City Dairy, having
been moved to the Bishops Ranch,
and the capacity increased, is now
able to supply all demand for milk
and cream.
There are many homes is this locality where the Angle Lamp is proving
the unusual the elimination of light
trouble, expense and danger. People
that, try it are really satisfied. It's a
grod thing to look into. C. L. Grant
is the exclusive local representative.
Convenient Trail. The Santa Barbara Tie and Pole Company has completed a very convenient horse trail
from Buckman's down White Rock
Cenon and over the old Navajo foot
trail to Cochiti. It adds another worthwhile outing to the many that can be
made from Santa Fe.
Elect Captains The
Boy Scouts
Boy Scouts met at their barracks on
Palace avenue last evening and the
following officers wr.re elected: Edward Cartwright, first captain; Billy
Goebel, second captain; Eugene Harvey, third captain; Alfred Wiley,
fourth captain.
The advertisement of C. L. Grant
on page four in today's issue calls
your attention to the wonderful talent that is brought to you through
the Edison Phonograph.
Mr. Grant
is the local representative with office
over Kaune's store.
Dozens of different kinds of soap.
The very best. Particular soap for
people who care at Zook's.
The Capital Tailors have shown the
people what they can do and that
they will do as they advertise. The
sale was the greatest ever pulled off
in Santa Fe. No more patterns left.
Watch the advertisement on Monday
which will tell you something of the!
new spring and summer lines now in.
at the
Sunday night's program
Elks', "The Girl Back East," "Pathe
Weekly," and "Resourceful Loves." '
The Latest in Wall Paper Next
year, it will not be Dutch windmills,
or California pepper trees, that will
form a frieze around the walls of
fashionable homes, but yards and
yards of southwestern scenery in the
glowing mellow tints of the mesas,
canons and pueblos. W. H. Goebel has
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to humanity.
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EXPERIENCE UNNECESSARY
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GOEBELS.
Engineers Hurt in Wreck Engin-eeer- s
C. P. Riley and Dalton
Reed,
and Conductor F. L. Chambers, weTe
severely injured in a wreck on the
derailment of a freight train on the
f
Helen
near Fort Sumner, Guadalupe county.
uuy a box ot our tnocoiates ana
see the difference. Fresh today. Zook s.
Great values are offered by Julius
H Gerdes in his change of advertisement today.
Ladies this will inter-

H The Home of Quality Groceries
miJM
A Few More Cust0,T,ers at the
A JVTTCr
Wl
Home of Quality Groceries
VyiLll 1 CI

10, 1912.

Hart, Schaffner

OVERCOATS, $16.50 AND UP.

HAM SALmCM
This is the home of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes.
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